Arrival in America Dec 1840

1849

№ 8 B
After Work New York Dec. 11th 1846.

Left at Mr. Geo. Giddens, with my dear friend Mr. Ginn, Mr. Freehold's, principal at the University, and to Potter & others.

This evening have attended a preparation lecture at Blackwood's Hall, Ser. by Mr. Peabody, John vii. 14. I have

New members were added to the Church, two ladies &
a youth.

When the first hymn, "Not all the blood of just," was sung, I was affected by the association of the time

of the occurrence. There is a peculiarity in my mind of the place that has been visited, the occurrence that had filled it.

The period, From hence to the shores of Japan, my travels had extended. But while I had a just appreciation of the blessings I have enjoyed, the feeling that affected me most was this. I am not alone, my interests are not

here they are in China. There my work, there my sons, my home! When I left it there, I was not going to abroad, but to home. I felt men I trust, I felt when I embarked again.


Read my luggage from Mr. Ginn, to the Press. Almost a thousand bound by perfect copies, though the

Miss Brown, fresh from the press do

God in his all wise, majestic, hand
Although I have the prospect of hearing and goodness to the church tomorrow evening at the Tabernacle Church, there being the day in preparation, I can only wait now when the Lord will furnish me with all needed help for the occasion.

Dec. 13, Sabbath. Oh day of days! How been under the cloud, I know how near what a shore there is beyond. Attended church all day at Dr. Hunter's. Some how, text God who last I found out of church to the Communion this afternoon. Attempted to deliver an address this evening, but was not prepared. in health, heart, or mind. Service in the Tabernacle. The audience 200? with difficulty could write my head. My feelings of pain, regret for my friends is great. Mr. Smith later explained.

Dec. 14, Attended Morning prayer meeting at Dr. Barnes. Professor Hody who saw me, I must not consider it, could not shrug or speak of great. Invited to stay and a trip. Approached for Mr. Williams. Rev. called with Mr. Hadlock of Easton, Col. (?) Mr. meets also at Mr. Williams' brother, Mr. Bragg's house to have the Sunday Thanksgiving at his home. Dined with Mr. Cow at his Father's in Brookline, a lovely family. Invited to join a concert. Lecture on China when I return to the Lyceum.

Died at Dr. Skinner's till quite at home, i
enjoyed the hour. I putter with prayer, I then retired to my room with no particular supplications that the Lord would deliver me from that state of sleepless hallucinations in which I seem to exist.

Dec. 15. Called on Mr. Abel's sister Miss Williamson. Mr. Brightman is at the Mr. Reeds. Took tea in the evening at Mrs. Armstrong, Mr. Farmer's. Had the great satisfaction of hearing of —— who arrived in this city. Found that our former acquaintance is known here by a name. But O, that he truly sprung 

is at last, I suppose when my father's career. When he goes you must not have this, or that. I would say they would be don. When he goes accept this or that, to them be the great treat of my heart, the consideration of all my prayers.

R. R. Jenkins Esq. of this city called and received in a most cordial manner. The thanks of gratitude for continued kindness in his long years illness at Singapore in 1873. A Captain Rick of the same years in the same house by murder and physician, died which he learned this tended to render mine hard his emotions on recovery.

Dec. 16th. How had the great pleasure to day of meeting Mr. Talbot Esq. my beloved Recepter. I did not know him.

In the morning received a letter from Capt. James my fellow passenger. I received with a donation of 83l. a many kind
Friday. Thanksgiving day. Am attended Dr. Pott. Expected that brother A. shall thank God enough, I am with Mr. Robt. at Prickingsdale. Dined with Mr. Clark. A. Monday returned for 80. went to take tea with Mrs. D. — Pray guard in health — arranged greatly for the most part of my quarters at Rev. J. Brown by whom I was great hospitality treated. —

Visit to friends & in the Morning.

Wife — Knight & Mrs. J. Young — Kind at Reg'd. —

Killed at Mrs. Wilkinson's.

Brown in the A.M., Dr. Bickel in the P.M. & Condon in the evening. They were all dogmatically on the Lord's side - took two with Rev. Goodrich & Sheil's a meeting in the Central Church.

Crowd quite into the church - after a conference this week - It was a good day. The Lord be pleased to bless this day forth.


Tues. Dec. 25th. Left Hartford at 7 10. A.m. arrived at Fleming house at 6 P.m. & read the pleasure of receiving my dear sister again. Of having my big. Fis. & Charles & all.

In the evening once more before the enemy that was the night when I went home the occasion was one of weeping & joy. I recount the Mercies of the Lord & even the hope that all will return. Can only grieve him myself a reply. I have known that I see the hour is long delayed, I that I see my sister Catharine open more in the dust. I do not think they embraced me with paper among the Lord will then remove. But I am yielding too much to the restraint of my moral situation. On coming - arriving in Framingham I found the following letter from a dear friend.
To Dr. Parker on his return from China

Just before Dr. Parker left America, a friend replied to him, "Yet we will remember thee at Tientsin."

"We've prayed for thee, beloved friend,
When suns the summer's sun —
And when in Winter's our wilds
Thy daily course, was run.

We've prayed that God would keep thee safe.
Dec. 23. A.M. Painted 15 cts. Brigham and saw all the family. We
met in prayer, Mr. or 2d. Called on Uncle Hannah who was
not at home. Called at Cousin Money's. They were Rev. Mr. 
Brigham. In the evening, Uncle Hannah & sister but
many neighbors & friends came in voluntarily, a room
full. They kept among them. It was a great hour. We
were at the church. The Lord blessed our deliverance to him.
Dec. 24th. Went to Boston on business. Passed the night with
Mr. & Mrs. Brown, pleasantly. Saw Cousin Ballard.
Called on Dr. Jewell & spent half an hour there.
Dec. 25th. Called at Mrs. Home. Saw the Leach at Mrs. Dr.
Peggwall. Rev. Mr. Lord. Met Dr. Grant from M. A.
Saw Mr. G. Armstrong. Advised me to count the Harms
in the Boston Cotton. I thought he confided to captains.
Spent an hour with Dr. Armstrong. Said the common demo-
sers just to being coming to Eng. Subject of adding an address
before and after me at the Boston & before this. It was to write in the large class. (Returned to 11 P.M.)
Decided in his advice to attract Miss South in Sydney.
Went men men & must not in.
Thought better that I should not take an agency
for collecting money in
Dec. 26th. Strong day that at Noon; went in expecting
my address. Quiz go to Mr. Brigham's. Mr. There &
Tempted with a cotton to take me. But
a lesson in person.
Attended church this morning and in the evening, Preached from John 11:16. On the Resurrection.  
Received a cordial welcome by many dear friends. In the evening had a pleasant time in Mr. Brigham’s family. Wrote some letters on to Capt. Dr. Colledge. Wrote to M. Brewer.  
Wrote a letter to Mr. R. W. 11:46. How pleased I was to hear from the former.  
Am using the Bible in the morning. I am in good health and in the best of spirits.  
Sent Mr. W. a letter from me. He is in good health and well.
Dec. 29th, 18__

After reading a letter from Dr. Anderson deciding it best to alter my destination in Boston till after journey took the call for New York, much curiosity excited in the center of D. by my Chirurges, friends of all denominations appeared kind & ready to assist the latter were recognized by Dr. Anderson. They formed of Bristol, a was invited by Mr. Ellis of the Benevolence Hospital to visit the first institution in the city, with the Dr. A. spent the hours from 7 to 9 P.M.

They professedly & personally then was happy to be shown the acquaintance of Dr. Morris and family. About 250 inmates, much more than I could be anticipated to find a place. Saw a letter of Dr. J. A. & Mr. D. A. visit a F. Mr. D. A. the addressed my letters by the Chirurges name. "Jean Jany" much to my surprise. All the patients were greatly delighted on seeing a Chirurges. Afterward dinner & tea. Mr. J. A. also. General were united in their desires and seeing the Chirurges got out of the field. The present bright were pitched out of the path into the room, pressing them to two gentlemen at the "clerk." When this Sir it was to a girl struck the Chirurges that he was scarcely able to control his tears. It seemed almost impossible that I came to Worcester as I but given an effort to write on.
of visiting the Eastern Hospital, but also of visiting Dr. Theophilus Bartlet (82 or 85) I learned this month of treating our brethren of mine. If the doctor couldn't do it, I'll do it. Such are the hospital accounts with which it is filled. Dr. Robinson called in the morning and expects me to address the people. I never expected anything about China.

Dec. 10th. Left for Hartford, met with Mrs. Williams, a kind friend of Rev. Mrs. Abell.

Dec. 11th. Arrived at N. Haven at 800 a.m. I was called by Rev. Mr. Phineas. Continued to the town to I had cast. Preceded by indescribable fear of leaving out the usual reflections, but my heart went full swing in inexplicable emotions which God could understand.

Jan. 1, 1841. Heath letter, but confined to the house. Send in the money, David 35, 261. At length, a much of the draft had been spent in receiving cards by the. Few had a pleasant interview with Mr. Halsey. I found the strong desire of my health the more to return to my home in China. O that I may be restored in my former privileges. Once more go up a down the streets of China, amid the terrors of Indians, etc. who in my relations. I pray it be that I at last China, with the dead bodies of the
May all the important changes of the year be according to the will of God. O Lord I trust in thee, to fit me for my duty, for my tried joys.

Last year he one of great prosperity to give. To Ohio on Jan. 24. 1841. Early this morning received a note from Mr. Charles C. Feldbly to resume to his labors with my teachers then my life myself this night, will more blessing than I can number, I almost daily praise that I can love me more, that I can praise the Lord any more. I constantly come short of glorifying the God and I ought to be for the burden of all my in helpers, I find. Myself is sufficient grace but time, and the task he with me this week: I prepared for all my duty. God and O God I only wish to glorify him to benefit my fellow men. Let me live in the Spirit and in the word, some the fundamental reason he one near to be fit.

Nov. 4th, 1841. Sabbath at Mrs. Leithead's. This is a day that ought never to be forgotten. Attended Church in Church in the morning, enjoyed communion at the Lord's table with the Church in Calvary. Jeremiah 11:7, 41:16. Let us come boldly to the throne of grace in thine ear. Finished work by Rev. Mr. Leithead. "If breather twin give will join their reputation. Met after from the News and communications of the S.C. I addressed them, making introductory..."
the Congress of Peace to Paris, 2 Dec. 1811.

Mr. Hull for the effects. China knew no knowledge of immortality, & the abolition of death, the child five years old in the U.S. Knows more than the aggregate of 5,000,000 of Chinese on that subject.

Illustrated in two Pithenburgs the effects in this life of a want of the Great Kindness of the administration of the laws. No idea of execution by strangulation, decapitation. Attended to the device of hearing of the mist. Mark of the S.S. - the merciful of God, Mr. Strode, a man of God, lived this thoroughly every thought, will know in me, and shall joy forever.

do not provoke thee, what year or from right motives, etc. - to know, your Senate will be a God, and from there will never have gone. I am concluded with something continued intact.

To a P.M. ICertain a larger meeting in the "Great Chamber" naturally.

Precious meeting. Language is inadequate to express all my feeling" without it. He finished, as a rebel with his "the revolution of the place, the time of the evening service, and to ask peace, Beg, Pray, God. W.
Health permitting I may attending the New Bridge on the day of Mr. Eichel's trial to Jericho. In the evening I shall be at the house of Mr. H. at 7 o'clock for prayer.

Plan of the next Recorder for tomorrow.

1. The object of this short passage is to address the people of God on the subject of prayer. Prayer is the great means to be put in exercise, but in a meeting of the family of the people it is a matter of course which claims our attention also. To pray constantly is necessary; daily at early and late, or any time in the day. But this is something else for us to pray for. We are not only to pray the Lord of the hea, to send forth liberty in to his kingdom, but some of us may trust but our own hands to the plan.

2. I wish them my young friends to address to the subject of your personal privileges. In former times I was accustomed to speak to you on this in your places of the morning work, but it was then an entirely work. I now wish to thank you for it as a work that I have had some experience. As I come to tell you it is a blind work. I cannot do better. I pray that I may prosecute long to end my days in it. In respect to your inquiring
after the path of duty. It is better to err, for in doing so, you
and better to have borne it courageously, to go, or whether it is the will of the Great Head of
the Church that you should do. I wish to return to
your remaining on your own experience with
that subject. And just let me say do not
be afraid of the subject. Remember the moral
courage to welcome the will of God to your business.
Do not be afraid to bring the matter forcibly,
it is your privilege to go. Then your may
approach the Saviour, which otherwise you could
not with the same propriety. And just let me say
that God is faithful to his promises. Off all
that he has promised in his Gospel, not one
thing has failed. For peculiar trials, he has
provided peculiar blessings. joy with which
the stronger is indescribable.
He who is faithful. I trust, will be with you when
your back from the embrace of dear relations.
When the calm touches your dear relations
When the tempest rages, God will not desert
you. The winds at his bidding shall blows again,
or the storms of tempest shall be hushed for the
God Jehovah is your helper. And when in a
leathern breast, all is sin and death, degenerate humanity
surround you, then your may flee to his Word to
His throne. It feel emotions unexperienced in the
Lord of God, Nativity.

I would gently, if I was present, tell you the reason for my absence from your activities, by the preaching need of the brethren, Introduce the Truth, Students of the Church, in the sublime of Bezo, 300 in Sumer, gluten, are compassion. 70 in the Sumer, you can now a vegetable diet. How the children are filled by fruit, the children of 4 years have begging objects, from fruit, the blind leaders of the blind, Gentile, to tread. Repeat the word of Bezo, without, 11 by the minute together. What must be the condition of the people when this is the condition of their religious teacher.

By the law of Christ if your own obligation, this duty is your... Dear Brother, you are not your own! You are Christ, by purchase of his blood, by voluntary surrender. Dear Brother, if you are sons of God indeed, then, to the utmost plenty of that man whom title to the Beatitudes is given. You are the Kingdom, you shall be comforted, shall in mount go to, shall be filled with righteousness, shall obtain mercy, shall see God, shall be filled in a cloud of full to clothe the Church, you shall inherit the Kingdom of God. And my dear brothers, with those who will any of you think from doing any thing or going any where that God do it, call me.
Last one of the blessings he called by this day
prayed in the consideration of some one or more
of the Jersey to the work of preaching the gospel
among the Shinnens.

To rise for the public meeting,

1. The Petition. They name be called.
   Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done
   on earth as it is in heaven. Let thy kingdom
   come, and thy will be done. He can
   not avoid asking.
   N.B. My Remembrances ought to be such as my
   brethren, who have not been in their minds
   cannot make as well.
   Note. Pray for as many as it is possible. Some
   will be affected by the ignorance of the husband in the
   spring hour. Relate the case of a child of God.
   Relate how the will of God is obtained.
   Let each—seen another seeking tending to
   a form idol for their sick child.

Can it, one who best hoping but a sick relation.
   My dear one is long since. God, I belong to
   this district of Pion. My thought, J NOTHING
   of the earth. Another is sending clothes to
   the parents in the other world. Deposition
   Case of a Mandrin, for. Poor God.
   Strong man—6 ft. came in full dress—fell down an.
This Kness, I begged for healing. Living in the Hospital.

- A Clerk of the National

- Head, director. Spent much of his time in sketching

his views.

Saw some account of Chinese funeral.

Die in Peking, the funeral ceremonies were performed
in Canton.

But the long kiss for the sake of a fortunate

beard plan—Why?-Metal, officer, constant.

Bury on hill, death of fortune—un-

Warren's grand parade kiss in his century

of winter last year. From electric, constant

electric fluids, United States

It was stated by law that he had various

functions of smoke to decide when a good

quality—

But as my friends in this life, they are not

but in it is better—[Please the lost the sky

of their sovereigns, he instead

Pray for him. Pray foe Mr. Societies. In the

affliction first command him. A man X that

to whom than a

It was connected in my winnie or mist. But unless on

mighty cloud of people should need on it would be

 vain.

Premier

Political Consideration of the End
Address at the Central Ch. on the Occasion of the Concord for all the World. 4th. of Jan. 1841.

Rev. 2:9-11 27.

And when we confine our view to the present moment, or to the brief existence of any one man or generation, we feel ourselves but a thousand things in the Kingdom of provident grace, seem either impeneable, or insuperable. But when we can expand our views, or take in the past of the future, with the present, then our Spirit seem unfettered, the ebb and flow of Providence, the actual condition of the world, and be understood.

We thus begin to measure the long of God by our deficient ability, and learn that God's ways are not as ours. We see him governing the world by fixed laws, by doing all things when a divine or mighty hand. In the Prophesies of the best 1st Rev. Insta., we see the holy will of his mind and concerns our world.

We are reminded that God is infinitely adorning, we look to the past & find that the 5th Hebrew, Babylon, Greece and Roman Monarchies, according to this theory can built on it and find that a Kingdom theu comparable to all that I am gone before, is introduced in future...
The subject of attending to the Faith in China... encouraged me to accept the fact, the
state of the condition of China.
Decided to leave Mr.suggest that by visiting
Fares. The motto on it was of this:
May 20
For the evening, in the morning met my brother in the
afternoon, I returned from calls on Dr. Goodrich in his
own private home. Famiiliily called at the house to
visit. This afternoon attended public meetings in the
Church. Made some calls at about
the evening, merely left in prayer, but the time
did not admit of any call or from me.
It was a good meeting, of all the things important
but it has not been to much as it ought to a
concert of prayer for the threatened world.
It would raise the heart of dear brethren, to
prayer in their distant homes among the brethren
of all nations. I have been like this. I have
much enjoyed the devotions of the family this
evening. And now to Father, son of Father's.
Help me to remember my home this
week, Oh let my heart be in tune, let
they thirst be quenched to Thee.
Jan. 5th. Called on Rev. Gibbs. Met the Association of Ministers. Much interest felt for Mr. Williams who is at the point of death. Again I was interested in his behalf at the throne of grace. Took tea at Rev. Williams's family. Spent most of the time at home. How not yet got the harp in on for writing. Left for the North that I may not molest the brethren.

July 6th. Fished at Rev. Mr. Kendall's. Met Dr. Bede and Dr. Pendleton. Very busy during the day at hand. Called at Mr. Brown's to write to Miss Burnett who did not come.

Mr. Bell Thomas died last evening. Some farewell hopes regarding him. Something in his writings to life that Christianity favorable to his regarding him. Much attached to me. The firm practical view of Christianity. I fear that my motions are not understood in not making my calls. Made some injurious disclosures of my friend. Of the green taffeta.

Jan. 7th. Began to attend a few of Prof. Knight's Surgical Lectures.

Jan. 8th. Lay about at home chiefly.

Jan. 9th. Dined at Mrs. Worshy's. Received an invitation to the Rev. Mr. Cotten. Called upon Rev. Gibbs. Christendom at its best.

Jan 11th. Monday. Had a pleasant meeting at Mr. Forbes' of several friends. Attending a church meeting.

On Monday left Mr. Brown for the city for the great object of calling the attention of men in power to the relations of America with China. Heard in the Capitol on Wed. and attended the speech of the British Minister. The same evening, Mr. Mason and Mr. Jefferson in attendance of seeing all the foreign Ministers except the English. Mr. R. Smith, Mr. Eustis, Mr. Rush, etc. Was introduced to Mr. Elgin, the other distinguished men. Mr. Morgan, Mr. Borden, Mr. Miles, Mr. Cutting, Mr. Smith.

Fridays met the Patent Office, the Register, Mr. Brown, Mr. Fortis, both heads of Congress, and the Supt. of End P. A. Fordey was introduced to Mr. Clay. Came from Mr. Webster when the subject of my visit was well heard. Motions are ordered. The proposed route submitted to him, my kind in writing for his own and others in favor of the plan, would be sent to their hands.

Met a peace assembly at Mr. S. Mrs. Potter, Mrs. P. W. of Mr. Dwight of Con. Made Annapolis Saturday and most of the day in writing.
Every [illegible] called unto Rev. Mr. Bacon & son, Mr. Celby. I call to town. Rev. Mr. Adams. On the subject of China. A relativity the result of tin mine. My visit in a call at Dr. Lindsey & met Mrs. Dr. Webster. Mrs. Butler. Miss Gropes. Miss Webster. Miss Lee Ray & various gentlarmen. Also went to Mr. Taylor's & met Mr. Van and Mayor of the city. Mr. Boy & am

Learned from Mr. I. the object of any an injury last year.

Enjoyed a quiet of church. This morning they did not enjoy and always.

Rev. Mr. Mitchell. A part of Mr. D. Mr. Puckle, in visiting me to attend its oneness at Bottine.

Monday, 1824

Feb. 18, 1824. Labored Rev. Mr. Bacon preached in the morning. I am now in the beginning of his work. This afternoon delivered my discussion forms to Rehoboth. Act. 16:30. The Church was filled as it was I may regard every day's door for want of room. Many distinguished members of Congress & their families were present. Of Rev. Adams among them. Mrs. D. W. & also Mrs. Bantons & others.

May God whom I thank in the goald of his own concern then labor with the immortal gift of China.

Jan. 23. to. Monday. Rev. Mr. Cockman & Dr. Dard called in request me to be present at a Miss. Miss D. & Mr.
Morleyan Chapel on Thursday evening at 6. Mr. Book

Mr. S. M. D. Smith came up from Alexandria, 

visited me to attend on Mr. C. Meeting the 
on the evening of Thursday next. To come at 3 1/2 M. 
return the next morning.

Jan. 26th Thursday. I then attended a Missionary meeting 
at the Morleyan Chapel. Crowded very full. a good 
meeting. for papers of comb over for notes.

Jan 27th, Friday, Missions, Vernon. Dinner at Rev. Mr. 

Mr. Martin, Friend Member of Company Staff. 

Pamplona, Mrs. English a photo, Principals of Geo. Brown 

Female Farm 700 pupils, intend to visit.

28th, Thursday. Went to Alexandria.

29th Friday. Visited Mr. Huddle, Patience Door. 

Levine. Address a letter to Hon. D. Webster, re. 

sending a Minister to China.
30th Dec. Went in preparation for Sabbath. W. Dr. Jewell called on Mr. Johnston, brother of Mr. J. B. Adams, who lost affection of his eye. I advised I sent for Mr. W. to my communication.

31st. W. Sabbath. Memorable day! God heard had heard my prayers. I gained the gracious word, messenger appointed to my need. This morning preached to one of the New Enlightened Academies of any age or notion. He spoke of the Senate and Representatives of the Senate in Washington. Elected another other distinguished men under present. Rev. Mr. Cookson, the Blackman's, read the prayer, it made a mark of scholar's prayer, after I had read the 46th Psalm. It was able to think with ease to ask to fill the hour. The audience was large. At the close of the service was part of the Deacon's prayer, he inquired much as in coming the sentiment of God's always, I had the pleasure of taking many class of young men by the hand after church. The interest was well sustained. I came away rejoicing in God. Not that I had broken in such a plan to reach many in itself combined, but rejoicing in the hope of returning to the grade of Christ's Church. P. M. Preached the sermon to another congregation in Rev. Mr. Rich's church.

Evening spent on the preparation for Rev. Mr. Brown's visit a full audience. It was placed to enhance for Baltimore to stop at my on Tuesday. God be merciful unto me. Excerpts his face to mine when we meet.
Feb. 1st Monday. at 3 1/2 A.M. Started for Baltimore. When I arrived after the Maryland Bible Society. They informed me China to a full audience with their attendance during the morning. Night I spied with the Rev. Mr. Hornor, also Mr. Chin.  
Feb. 2d. Returned to Washington & proceeded to Alexandria, a carriage train in sending to convey me to the Hotel. Chisholm & under the care of Rev. Mr. D. K. R. I was received by a liberal devoted seaman of China. At 7 o'clock met the brethren of the Long & members of Dr. M.  
High school. Walk about 2 hours.  
A good season. May God add an abundant blessing.  
Feb. 3d. Wednesday. Returned to Washington called at Dr. B. who consented to become an agent of M. M. & also with a seaman. Called on dear Mrs. M. whom I met at the project & became a Christian friend of the Misses at the seamen. The whole thing affecting me greatly. 4th P.M. having taken lion of Dear Brother Rich. The entire ship at Bost. took the card for Baltimore & were leaving Rich. on my arrival. Had a “ Meeting” sermon at Dr. B. overed Lecture at 8 o'clock. Some well from Africa. Some enquiries to know the way of salvation.
Feb. 11th. Preceded by indiginitions from succeeding.

Yesterday, I called on the Mission Institution. At a moment,

warning addressed the young men of the Institution

for an hour reflecting on labor in China,

with our 1871 Prachtsuch Tho, Mr. W. In the

Chung Fedral friends meet at Rev. Mr. Newman,

among them Mrs. Backhouse and Mrs. May. Chris

Sing his portrait painter in.

Feb. 10th. Bridge, Left Ballard to 10th Philadelphia.

Now am habitually led by Dr. Stone and

Feb. 10th. Make some calls at evening, say, Mr. Carl.

A number friends whom I had known in China

and others, meet at Mrs. Stone's.

Feb. 11th. Sabbath, AM, preached for Rev. Mr. Walsam,

first time, in the first chu of Phil. in wh. I preached

in the company. PM, preached for Rev. Dr. Bellum,

to one of the most interesting congregations in Phil. City.

Come, Reed, and others meant "preached to Amphitrite"

Hluchmant of 14th. school come to say.

I thank you for having my brother in London

Enjoy the occasion much.

T. M. Addressed a crowded audience at Rev.
F. Barnes. May often speak at general meet-
Serving to myself. It brings to the
Gospel of God. So far as I could ascertain.
Fidelite to the nation. Letter from Washington
Feb. 6th. Monday, many calls at the morning.
At 11:30, Mr. Barnes accompanied me to
association of Baptist preaching in company
Chicca. to start at 1 p.m. At 12. Mr. Grant
Cor. Read twice. Wrote a few notes of
Mr. and Mrs. Grant. Mrs. Grant. Mrs. Grant
Read. Died with Mrs. Lannett. Mr. Grant.
Miss Grant. Read with Mrs. Lannett.- I met
Mrs. Grant's boarded at home.
Sunday. Preach to the congregation. Visited
Peter Mr. Peele. Mrs. Peele. Bessie
Peter took off. I wish to

Evening took tea with Mr. Peele.
Wrote to Miss Mrs. Grant. Mrs. Grant.
Read. Miss Mrs. Grant. Called attended on
Mr. Peele. She had been removed when
for Estes. I finished the evening at Mrs.
Whatman. Miss Griffith. Mrs. Grant. Mrs. Bethune
Mrs. Corn. Peck and Mrs. Gideon. Barnes
Chisnay. R.O. 25th.
Wed. Feb 16th. Many calls. Chose a number

assembly of Gentlemen and ladies, who invited to

me to Mr. Thomas Jones (704). Mr. Museum

entertained with ministrant and daughters.

Many more invited, must accompany, the society

to this, with delight, in this city. Mr. Pemberton

correspondent of Dr. Pemberton.

Feb. 11th. Thursday. Call on Dr. Hulse Smith,

Bryan and Wood at the request of the inquirer

visiting the Church, and the convenience of the Church

and public. As Eagle called. Hon. Mr. Channing.

Rev. Mr. Jones. (Who wishes me to be with him

in March.) At 8 P.M. Preached (Richard)

in Rev. Mr. Brainard Church, when I was

ordained to a crowded house. In

my lady wishes to go to Church to

see the Miss McCorristy's Business, and

old friends. May I take hands with them

at Rev. Mr. Burrowes (Richard) indicates,

me to preach to his people. Next to three

to that I would visit there and the Murderer,

Fr. 12th. 9. 111. Who called for Pemberton.

receive a cordial welcome by Dr. Hulse and

Chang. Address the friend in the Church, on their

route to his house. Dr. Alexander learned by

the 11th, was back to Dr. Pemberton.

Instructed by Dr. Alexander:梅, of the British

already some join me an look kindly. 
Nothing said. F. M. and Sch. & Mrs. Re. F. Woodford. Thomson from Rev. Bremner.

Abitus to Christo. P. Rev. Mr. Bremner at home.

Now ready to enter upon this most work, influence by his address, yea, ages!!!

Attends Rev. Mr. Bremner.

Feb. 13th. Sent letter from Rev. Mr. Bremner to addressed to the subject of his

Call to Rev. Mr. Armstrong at Rev. Mr. Bremner again having the hospitality of Rev.

A Mr. Cochrane. Then returned by Dr. G.D. and first letter received.

[Handwritten text not legible]

Well new makes for more kindness.

[Handwritten text not legible]

From God follow with the blessing the letter of the first hand to my friend.

Jul. 14th. Felt Mr. Doug. No much affected that it was not able to speak in public. Attended church at Rev. Mr. Armstrong. Found no need in temptation. Enjoyed the sermon much. From the preacher his declamation in a whole manner. AM. Attended church at Rev. Mr. Armstrong and Communion, but mind clouded.

Jul. 15th. Monday. Wrote certain letters. A visit called

to Armstrong. Morning, Sept. 18th at the house.

Jul. 16th. Four visited Mrs. Wilson my old

Preacher, at his grammar. Mrs. Winthrop in.
Feb 17th. Went Armed to search the Senate Bu.
next A.M. to the Masons A.M. to the Masons.
Called on Mrs. Loring from my great religious meeting in
Dr. Hiram's room. Room, Ed. & High present.
Feb 17th. Thursday, 11:30 F.D. S.C. from Miss. E.O.S. of the
Mrs. E. Johnson called to take me to the New York
Public Library (Mr. Peter Rock) to the S. I. This brought
Silence. Hence went to Exchange in Wall St. I was
introduced to many distinguished Merchants
who said they had watched with interest my furtive
visit since leaving this country. I visited the Post Office in the
way to the engraving establishment at Mr. Bartlet's
book store or the Art House. Visited the Criminal
Court & the temporary prison of such as are
arraigned for trial. Was introduced to the Attorney
General Reed & Judge Russell. (?) Chas. P. & a kind
of the decisions of the Court regarding the redemption
of the Rich. U.S.找准. Some of the cells weren't
enough for 20 or 30 Chinese, a human condition is
then 5 years ago we well. Dined with Mr. Morse
This evening returned with much interest to E. & Mrs.
Mrs. Fisk. Fisk. No . "Pity without reading" had my feelings
tried by his treatment, and no longer desire to
be protected by these gentlemen's to bring utility to
the end of life. "Utter is better than the closest
door." How the joyful much that Charles had
experienced E. S. R. is opened & Whittaker himself, a
result was also written to the E. O. S. or the S. I. the following.

Expounded. Mr. A. willing to help. In the evening.

Mr. Donaldson, Mr. H. at the new Mike Galvin, Mr. Wurth (Mr. Wurth remembered me to belong to both clubs etc.)

Mr. Good & wife. Mr. B. a lawyer of first class in the city.

Mr. Green. Note of Republishing Authority. Object to the General. That people will not read. The old

think well of it. Am preparing to answer to called on Mr. William. I am at the next School of Dutch Church in a


in reference to an important subject about to be decided involving my happiness & usefulness for life.

As Mr. Whiting, minister—reposing, called with will's wife & sister, to consult on the question of her eyes. At the dinner, I asked if he would consider a proposal to have and meet the chief of his denomination, in the Section room 11 A.M. on the 22d. Capt. Coffin also called.

I had found interest in the same has been unanswerable. It's now past and we're having

improved the divine presence of light, read in the Smith

delight. 8th, 8th. Afterward read when my knees

John 14: 17. With great delight, endeavoring to as-

creato the Father's glorified world, with his

blesed words. How precious are they. How yet,
how choosing thy promises, dear Savior. Now I

do implore thee to be still with me & to bless me

Preserve thy health to perform his duties on the

morrow to the honor of his friends & the good of

China. Prepare me, O prepare me, for the work

that is to come. I at this closing day & look back

with inexpressible gratitude to God for his wisdom, a

grace in mercy bestowed upon his servant, & my

deferring goodness be shown to one equally indebted

in his decision to be formed.

I realize that deep reciprocal esteem affects are

the first indispensable link to our happiness & usefulness, & nothing can supply the want of that in

both as in me this & in the second place the important

thing is to ascertain whether that the prospect

is that the aggregate of our usefulness in the world

will be augmented by our united labors.

The conviction of my own mind is that a happy

judicious relation of this kind, with my present

imperfect, will be in the providence of God. The

mind of lengthening out my days, I of lengthen-

ing my influence in China & in the world, general-

ly.

Should God in his inestimable providence send

me back alone, then having completed my

mission, my mind will like a traveler go on,

I take my path ceased, like Rogers, my blood
will flow on in all other years. I now leave my home, something to some feeling for China, as I shall fully my place when I am done. Or gone.

But on the other hand, should God give me the desire of my heart, it will furnish a help next for me of the work, then He may be pleased to give me something or make us fruitful in all good things. I may experienced, the children of parents, and many have in our children, long after our firm has left to rise in another day, to go down again. Then what seasons of my life, how long, what commingling of spirit, what seasons of prayers, what seasons of watching, what promises, what promises by Ten- Lord, and before us! What joys, what trials, what labors are before us! Some of them I know already, having parted from dear relatives, some to meet no more on earth, and was beloved all, prays by Ten, promises by Lord, I know, but then will be new to the one that I shall go with me.

But God is faithful, His grace sufficient. The can calm the tempest, calm the agitated seas, and when he can calm the tempests, the winds to blow. He can do all things, I will supply all our need. Can prepare the way before us, and open his present in former ministring. He will open new fields for new labors. The the separations from friends will be bound and God can make them friends to rejoice forever in this forever with my friend, by the everlasting joy.
My previous is, that at once, the two independent
effects are formed, thus to lose no time, further
than Christian ministrations require, before the moment
is put to rest on this subject.

My feeling prompts me to return at once to China,
my judgment is clear in favor of remaining a
year to attend to study in the mean time, to the
preparation of two books for the press, then
returning deliberately, with healthy and sound
trust explained with grace. New aid in
my course, work I shall be prepared to accomplish
more for China ultimately than by hurrying back
two years. Besides which China remains in an un
settled state we cannot work to the good advantage,
and should the country be opened for more
labors, then it will be important to send some
acquainted with the situations of the country to
point out to young men of the Churches what
may be done useful to the cause.

Probably remain in Phil.

But oh what need of more grace, more earnest
devote factor, more of the missionary spirit, for
other things being equal, my influence would depend
when my active private spirit I am going
about without these qualifications I am leaving
my wrong impressions upon the minds of
the native Public. Some impressions were formed
That a public man has not many relations, it
will be difficult to secure that instruction. O Lord
Amidst all your possibilities I am living! From
this day forth let me be wholly thine. Let me guard
against the adoption of the spirit of the world, a
check by some passage of Christ, or a short note
to thy throne; at the same time let me not be
come deceptive glory, but seek, aspire, dignified
of spirit. Help me to avoid all appearance of
evil, to lose no times of making an impression in
favor of the brethren. May I be guarded against the
influence of the "indeed of popular applause," dear
remember to own what I am in the sight of God.
And oh, that in the decisions of the coming week
my judgment may be found, the will of God
be known manifest as the moon day to day.
If not, if O God do we they will that we be
invited in the midst of all earthly relations thus do
out that it may from be done. If otherwise
the person may forgets for all that is in harm
for us, in this if the coming without the man
Father, Son, Spirit, shall whom present I
knowing to everlasting praise.
Feb. 24th. at P.M. attended a precious prayer meeting
at Mrs. an elderly lady. Rev. Mr. Haile, and Chanting
present. It was delightful to be there. In the
evening called on dear Mrs. Wines.
Feb. 21st. A.M. preached in Rev. Dr. Matignon’s Church. Having declared my hand. Very warm affections some to lead. It was at his instance that I went. I was at the Church that I took me off to bed. In 1874, P.M. heard Rev. Dr. Askew at St. John’s. The Church I don’t know the name of his Branch, I was at the Church.

I don’t know the name of his Branch, I was at the Church.

P.M. 1st. Read Dr. Tissue’s first letter. The church he’s building at the rate of $6,000.00 a year. Dr. J. H. P. informed me that more than 20 medical men were present, that he was confident that they were willing to do something for China.

May the goodness of God be magnified. I may learn to live, but I can not live.

Monday, Feb. 22nd. At 11 A.M. went to Dr. Jewell’s Book. Chancellor Matthews, Rev. Tazwell.

Vandall recommends at the call of the Dutch Reform Church. Work to those of dear Br. A be good.

I heard that they may incite his usefulness by turning him off from his business, or to for judicious expenditure.

Called on dear Mrs. Whitm. who wrote when handcuff was dear about 1:00. Howard Maur. Daniel C.

Arrived at Philadelphia at 12 o’C. M. M.

Feb. 23rd. Delightful day like Spring. Came to Washing to Dr. S. met me at the cars. I received one of the best letters of his career. Every thing made agreeable, under the delicate air conditions. A party had been arranged at Dr. Jewell’s. Where I spent the evening with my noble friends.
Mrs. S. acquainted me with the state of her dear little felicity, which, just as they ought to be. After the morning and agreeable conversations I prayer together.

Wed. Feb. 24th. Early in the morning Mrs. Walker put a copy of a letter into my hand, giving the most satisfactory reply to my letter, for which the Lord be praised. Spent the day with Mrs. W. & the family.

A sermon has been preached by Dr. B. on the vastness of the magnitudes of the objects we that continue & have seen and not note. The most abundant expediency for not wasting it.

Breaking. How been this evening, the exercise of emotions. I feared would never to mine. My pride & want attachment I love them seem to be wearied in a wonderful manner. Such commingling of soul, such awareness mind and heart call for gratitude to God that I may dwell him better for all his mercies of loving kindness. With I wait for the final issue of our acquaintance. The humility thron'd in me when to me the word of the Lord has been good to me. I am 

Quarter past 11.

Era

Feb. 25th. This has been a day of prayer, and a day never to be forgotten. In the morning made some calls, one on Dr. Sewall. Rev. Mr. Rich. Mrs. Ellsworth, Mrs. Burton.
The object of my visit had to far progress the
fulfilment of duty, precisely. Firmly my duty
founded sufficiently clear to offer all I have the most, and to be, (as for us in
proper to give myself to any being below God,) to
Dear Mr. William W. Webster, which was deliberately,
accepted, other own much afforded or capacities in
exchange. When the cruel in solemn prayer,
consider itself ourselves ever to the Coats of our
Redemption!!

Dear Mrs. William W. Webster, kept for the emoti
ons of joy and grief, the simple subject produced.
And embraced me as for brother, more affectionate
brother. Of our recollection affection I had anyone
at evidence before. The remaining points of
inquiry have been cleared up by dear Mrs. Webster
Mr. William W. Webster, lots of whom have explicit,
just in these circumstances. Two letters from Eng
land, to Mr. Head, I saw. Headcoat boy, considering my
visiting England, etc. The will of the Lord be done.
Dear Mr. W. Webster, at the multitude of thoughts that
visited upon her mind, prayer with her commending her
to the grace sustaining hand of God.

Feb. 26th. This had been another day of peculiar merr
Was very happy in the morning, in view of the event of
yesterday I also to find that no light that entered into the
time of direst need, she is apparently equally thankful.

Attended the funeral of John T. Barber of Virginia, one
of the judges of the N. D. D. A. Who died suddenly a long
night before death. It was a solemn and affecting
scene.
Called on Dr. Howell, & informed him of the extent of the acquaintance formed with his niece, whom he regarded as a child. He alluded to her long time illness when all hope was lost, that excited fervent prayer personified in them. Her life was 39 days. Said it struck him at once when he was informed of my overture, that it was the Lord's doing & the way to heal, he would not throw any obstacles in the way.

Said the manner I had approached the subject was calculated to secularize the confidant's good will of all concerned. He giving me his hand he said I give my life to you. I cannot lose in your hands. Expressing his high expectations of the commanding influence therein when the good is imparting a good to dear in fluence, directly upon Christ, uplifting on friends & acquaintances within. The Church of England, though the visit Hunt county with me. I assure the early communion of our union, remarking that Christianity is not belief for Christ as they have had but for my visit also, for me. Thought it important that Mrs. Harriet should be with me to secure the same interest. The subject is seconded by my best friend's advises, as submitted for the consideration of her three sisters. The will of the Lord be done.

Judy

Feb. 21st, Saturday. I decline to praise the Lord perpetually, forever for the death of the last week. That he has given me the desire of my heart, a solemn assurance, if my beloved, that nothing but death shall part us. Our love ever seems quite full. The period of our meeting is yet uncertain. One plan is to consummate soon our union, then to visit Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, and Boston. [illegible]... Bemis, [illegible]... Bemis, [illegible]... [illegible]... [illegible]... [illegible]... the time of my return to Christ or whether I visit England or when I have. It is not to return Mend a time in Philadelphia. My studies are becoming acquainted with the meaning of branches public with institutions to be referred to all this. The other is to visit N. C. about a return to be married just before embarking for England.

Reposed today, a sister of the funeral at the Church of St. Peter's, Park. Called in the evening of Dr. Parson who expressed his satisfaction in the recollection of the interview of yesterday.

Feb. 22nd, attended church at Rivers. Woods, Harman by Rev. Mr. Hennell, a sermon by Rev. Mr. Rich. The Lord Rejoiced in Feb. 1st. For the first time walked with [illegible] Webster to the house of God. I unexperienced have been the joy of today. So says Mr. B. nothing but death shall separate us. That the Lord is most in mind as if married. Preparing to meet to finish in full shot tomorrow. Introduced to Mr. Williams, brother from Maine an uncle of Mrs. W. also met his son a son in law in town.
Mrs. S. informed me of the event in her family.

The said & come often times like a thunderclap that it would produce a great stentuation in Washington, like that of her mother. Had not she been instructed to me so.

Monday, March 1st. Monthly Concert at the Chautauqua Room of Rev. Mr. Rich. it was good to be there.

Read from the 7th. Strode upon the interest of the Concert intrinsically alone in Connect in the Catalina in the region of Storms that blow off Africa in the Gulf. A stream, yet always interesting also added them upon the encouragement afforded by the sight of the Woods of God, Mr. Webster & others. It was attended during the Concert.

Heard J. B. Adams plead the cause of the Africans, before the Court. He is a man of truth & equity & independence. Many of his appeals being touching especially the liberation, in which the time in both 1837 & 1842, probably the last. That most of the judges had gone to the higher court above I expressed a wish that their judge might hear the pleadings of well known men.

From Rufus Black of Callow in Clay & W. F. formed of my engagement with M. Mrs. & Mr. Webster had not as work to say except in this to his foreign Evidence. Dr. Wall & others then were made acquainted with it also. Deek in text.
is generally felt. Am more and more confirmed in the wisdom and happiness of the choice of the obligations our sires owed to God. This is the scheme of my heart.

Thurs. Feb. 2d. Wrote family letters, to the family of friends, submitting the question of the term of my return, or of my visit to England, to their discretion, to await their reply. This evening, received the accompanying letter from Mr. R. C. Howard, our Senator at large, in the place of Mr. Webster. He remarked rather significantly, "that I was about to break up a very happy family," yet added, there was something pleasant about it, and yet frequently remarked to Mrs. D. that it was apparently to be the right sort of a move. She did not see but the most appropriate act.

Wed. Feb. 3d. Not very well from rest of Head in the morning. Received the Patent office with Mr. B. family & friends, thus with Mr. M. went to the Capitol to both houses, & spent some time in the Congress Library, very pleasantly with Mrs. M. Then met the Senate Mr. Kilman (clerk) at Bandl's, & Mr. M. with whom I said to her, "I understand all, & approve it too."

After dinner visited the Congress burning ground in an automobile. Dr. Mr. B. Iglesias was quite overcome at the adjoining thoughts of Lincoln with clear words, & I walked alone. When my mind...
Yet felt no effect. Tried to comfort her, also
the doctor. Request is the least her life should die
before her, that whatever of her own I desire
with to return, I would have not to her just as they
are,” saying that her feelings were mentioned in this. I
could not look at the thought of death. She
replied that this is the affirmation. She is now
completely happy since that interview.

More earnest affection perhaps moves under
true leads. I never expected to be the object of
so much from unbounded confidence and affection.
The song, however, they shall forever. I should not
love her at all times to come God help. I pray
that it may come there is more to her in the
letter, for giving and such a help. Meet I
trust the end of my work.

March 4. Inauguration of Mr. Harrison. It was
all the ceremony. Enjoyed the scene in the Senate Chambers
in reflecting upon the High Order of Business. Just as
Chief Justice Story did.

Mrs. Laydon informed of Miss — She will be
an honor to her country. No favor to the King.
March 5th. Made a few calls in the evening, called at Mrs.
March 6th. Operated to watch, on John
Henry Boyd. Staying along. Had to see to
symptoms of death & it affected my Spirit.
March 11th. Lab. A.M. Service by Rev. Mr. Rich. Lay at Creedmoor. In town a *gaster all you can from the field of time. A M. At home in the common room. I was called in by an old friend that I belonged to Club felt well no longer. In the evening very happy, cause incomprehensible.

This evening there were different feelings, was delighted with the further narration of Mrs. M. Y. M. experience.


Note to A. Enq. of Philo in the C. N. Rev. J. McCalman of Philo called gave an introduction to Mrs. Gentry in the morning. Called with Dr. Joiner on the corner. Tore one of the associate judges & J. C. U. I. He reminded me of our cousins in my mind. Remembered our interviews from Hartford to Brooktown. 7 years since. Was much interested in the reports of the Verdict but was not around. That it was a great test with the remainder. Made inquiries about Eng. & China. Mentioned that Mr. Farnam, on returning from Eng. presented him with the correspondence of China & Eng. Mr. J. was surprised that the Chinese had how to correct wrongs of the law of nations. Judge Wood

said they never left them alone. I told them of Verdict. I explained with delight when I added, that he was surprised at what I had the work of translating them into Chinese.
The judge instructed me to visit him at Cambridge, where he would be happy to hear me whatever I may be thinking to tell. Dr. L informed him of my intentions to take a member of his family to China.

Learning from Judge Story that the decision of the D.C. was about to be given on the Independant Armistice Case, Dr. L sent me a message to the Captain. The Judge came down from his bench to Mistle to the family of the Armistice, which was quite a compliment in such a place. Mr. W. was present & congratulated Mrs. W. as thought she had been very far. Mr. Caballito also congratulated me in the Senate. Chamber & admired my good judgment & work to the end. Mistle is gratifying terms of the estimable character & characteristics of Mrs. W. That he did not know for life in Washington. Left my card with Lt. Browning & Dr. L. with Mr. W. Mrs. W. & Mrs. Ropew. I came next day with Col. & Mrs. Bertrum. Feel kindly felt. the contributing effects of this mode of spending time. Pray for a clear

walk with God. & a better health.

March 10th.

March 11th. Called on Mrs. Mrs. Caldwell to visit their sick daughter. Called at Mrs. Mrs. Blynde...
March 12th. Continued to the house by the inclination of the brother.
A pleasant day with the family. etc.

March 13th. Sat. with Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Bond.
Evening, I came at length received the long deferred reply from the Board. Very acceptable except in one particular, viz., that it is deemed inexpedient that Mrs. W. should accompany me, but consenting to my going alone I set out.

March 14th. Sat. at eight to our attendant and dinner in Rev. Mr. Ryland’s. Sat. 6th. Mr. Smith and P. W. waited for Rev. Geo. Wood. 1 Cor. 12:27 “To wind up a good day.”

March 15th. Monday. Had an interview with the Hon. Earl Peel A hand on the ambassador to China. Next three weeks of our leave. He takes a lively interest in it. Examined his views last night. One of the Com. of Foreign Affairs and the last ambassador asked him if he would go? If he would support the proposition or. Wilt Dr. H. J. Powell called on Mr. Webster, the old gentleman was most acceptable contented at once into the subject if our relations with China. I promised to bring the subject before the Cabinet. Then called at Mr. Webster’s and the evening found him out. Went the evening with Mrs. W. at Mr. S. L. L.
March 16th. 1807. Spent the day in preparing an
erarticle for the Boston Advertiser on England at Home.

The morning in the evening I attended a party that
was especially intended for Mrs. White,

March 17th. Went to Mr. John Brown's, declined
five hours at Horace's but the tide not permit-
ing the boat to float. An infrequent occurrence.

March 18th. I was called on Mr. J. F. Brown, Mrs.
J. congratulated me on the occasion of my
visit. Mrs. J. remarked doubting my health to
visitors, at the same time congratulating me by
wishing I had attained an eminence that
none of my country had - it that he had had for our
country's sake - that I might go out that
nothing might exist to hinder me. It
at the time this North might. This occa-

sioned me more embittered felt that
I would from henceforth the last death of the world.

Thus Alexander aye befits in the
world, arrived in Boston, at last. Met and
The release of masters R. K. and H. Andrews at Brookline,
Called on Mr. Daniel Garden and Mr. Miller's home -

And many objects.

March 19th. R. Easton wrote to M. J. to 7th June Mt. 673.

To Mr. P. Kindly wrote on the subject of Mr. M. B.

To the Rodgers. Favour to call a meeting of
the Association on Monday.
Attended a meeting of Rev. E. Brinton at his house. Meeting with Rev. Mr. Knight of Cambridge and the President of Harvard.

Dr. Gravit of London, Rev. Mr. Bush, and Mr. Bush of London. It is hard to put this down. I supposed it had been a meeting never to be forgotten. The effect I trust will last. It is about 11 o'clock. Mr. Bush spoke of the importance of prayer. Br. Bush said it was because it had been in this country. The time to remain, not to leave this land as is seemed to feel all the time. Mr. Smith comforted his feeling with former occasions, and upheld to fully reflect.

Abandoned the idea to Boston for the winter at a certain entrance from H. J. at 2 o'clock. Shall spend a few days in it, in attending to Mr. M. Society, V. R. Rev. Brunswick and Sabattus. Receive an order from Mr. Clariss to London, 28.Prot. Mr. Martin, Varnum, Dr. Williams, and others. We are the hurriedest in South America. In the A. M. went with Dr. King to New Brunswick and found a cordial welcome at the meeting of the Br. And the other Br. Rall. He called me for some business and wanted to know if his wife was well and other relations.
Sat. March 21st A.M. Preached to Rev. Dr. Howd Congregations giving an account of my Mission. In the evening preached to a crowded audience in Rev. Mr. Biddle's Church, Philadelphia. After dinner, Dr. Biddle, accompanied me to Mrs. Hale's. Rev. Dray's made introductory prayer. P.M. Preached concluding.

Monday, March 22nd. Returned to N. York. Met with a gentleman of Dr. J. H. Hoppes, passed resolutions concerning M(discontinued: How is that taken by many dear friends? Writing subject of the best interests to me, particularly by Mr. J. Ruggeman?"

Feb. 23rd.embarked (A.M.) for Phila. minister the evening with S. C. & Co. embarked for Washington N.Y. March 24. W. Peters was decided to defer my marriage till autumn. P.M. arrived at W.

Thursday, March 25.

Friday, March 26.

Saturday, March 27.

Sat. March 28th.
March 29th 1841. Marriage. At 8 P.M.

This is a memorable time when the choirs of angels sang a chorus of peculiar delight with dear Miss Webster before the throne of God. We lead forth from our earnest prayer that she might not only be united in each other, but united to Christ, and the Bride was to the Lord, 2 Thessalonians 3:13. This morning I enjoyed great delight as returning my recreation to G. W. — improving his history and all perceiving grace before our fall for all coming time. I more clearly my feelings in view of the whole world.


Mrs. Allen, Mr. Godber, Mr. H. Hill, Mr. Bacon. <br>March 31st. Miss Leon W. for Philadelphia. Solomon Simon a lady fellow passenger. McComas <br>Arrived at Philadelphia 11 A.M. went right into town at F. J. Eg. Upon many friends. <br>April 3d. Thoroughly called on Hon. C. Haines, Mrs. Mitchell, Mrs. Wright, Mr. Hope. Made the acquaintance of Mr. H. Storrs of London. Called on J. Vaughan, who was sick, on view to write an introduction to his friends in Lon
April 2. Friday. Embark for R. G. at 7 a.m., with very different feelings than I onceNarration.

in Aug. 1834. Arrived R. G. 3 p.m. I found a cordial welcome at Mrs. Gordon's. Receiving a letter from me, he sent my friend Mr. S. to convey. However, while returning, a tornado at Shun Level killed some Mrs. Ross, Mr. W. King, Mr. J. M. Wilcox, Mr. E. Rodman, Mr. F. F. Atkinson, Mrs. W. Davis, Rev. Mr. Armstrong, etc.

April 3. Sat. Embarked for New Haven at 7:30 a.m. I found many N. H. friends on board. Enjoyed the kind hospitality of Mr. Balden's family. About 30 friends called. Prof. A. H. Hitchcock, Miss A. B. Goddard, Mr. Dr. Foster, Mrs. Prof. Fitch, Mrs. H. M. W. Mme. Mme. Mme. Beach, etc.

April 4th. Sat. Attended ch. at R. G. took part in the evening. P.M. attended ch. in Christ's Church, R. W. Kirk, full house enjoyed a union prayer meeting in High Church. At 6 o'clock it reminded me of 1834. Heard W. Kirk in the evening.

April 5th. 12 at Sun for Hartford & reached New Haven at 9 o'clock in the morning. At 11 o'clock, went first to announce the arrival of P. K. Davis.

April 6th. Sunday. At ten at St. Mark's, from 11 a.m.

April 7th. Morn. took train with Rev. Mr. Lunt to Boston, to see his children.

April 8th. Thresh, Hartford, etc. Preached in the A.M. in Mericks' church. P.M. preaching to all the Mechanics invited in the Mechanics' Club to a full audience.
April 9th, Friday. Arr. Called on Mr. Knight. Paid the calls of friends in N. Y. Morn.

April 10th. Sat. Came to Boston. Visited the hospitality of Mr. P. Choate. Called on Dr. J. Jackson, who was much kindness. I cordially entered into my object. I went with me to Dr. Reynolds. Dr. M. Strong is B. M. 

April 11th. Sabbath. A.M. Breakfast at the Choate's. Afternoon in Essex. A.M. Met the Payment daughter. P.M. Rode for Mr. Winslow in Bowdin. P.M. in Park B. in the evening

April 12. Sat. Made the first prayer. Rain. Mr. Calhoon the Atty. Sing "Watchman, tell us of the night."

April 13th. Mon. 

June, 1841. Visited Mrs. Sen. Hauptel, Capt. Ingersoll, Mr. Dickinson at Watertown.

14th. Met the 1st Assembly at Newton about 7.15. I met Mr. Draper and other friends. Mrs. Eaton and others are present. Among them is Mr. Backingly, a Mr. Lawrence, Esq., 50 years.

15th. Called on Mr. and Mrs. Wathen, who had been engaged in establishing a universal system of international change of works of literature. Remember his legacy.

16th. Sat. Dr. Jackson invites the Patience in Brighton, with benevolent institutions at S. Boston. Evening at C. Stedman's. on Mr. Heman's Modern.
Friday, April 16th. Dined with C. E. Ballou and with Dr. Parkinson. Visited Judge King at Cambridge, from the Senate and College Libraries. The Judge showed me as chairman of printing executed about 20 years after the invention of the art, before the press - ink and paper unguessed at this day. Now the city of the Printers! Founded by Buchanan.

Sat., April 17th. At 20 I set out. Met Mr. P. as accompanying me to the ships through the good kindness of Mrs. P. R. S., who has been devoted to his kind and pastoral attentions. We started, remembering as in the church before the throne, that the grace may give me strength and the all-blessing lode of my heart before I return, or the sea may open its yummy haven, that the may like my body may sleep low down upon the bed of the ocean, done with my toil, but reflecting that the who determine all their things and make happy in can lifting all to the faithful chief.

Mon., April 18th. Slept here, I the stricken proceeded a train from Boston to New York. Most of the children by fire. The old customal motion of the thorns also affected me. I turned, I cried to a decent position.

Sun., April 19th. At about 11 A.M. discovered the low coast of. It over the track arrived at the welfare at 6:20 P.M. for description of the coast and a ship letter to Mrs. H.

Tues., April 20th. Wrote what beautiful yesterday 3 to stay a very little distance went. Drafted my affectation to some 2. I have had but any little enjoyment in foreign.
April 21. '44. Wednesday. This morning light had once more glimmered down from the Father of Lights, a penetrating radiance of the 2d Eolution. It had illuminated the Sacred Page and refreshed its inspiring truths upon my soul. I felt myself like Jethro no longer the Angel in shining garments, but was enabled to pray, to my minister and away to gain one change of garment (Gen. 31:) over the robe of a Pharaoh's highness. My new joy commenced & the breath of prayer ascended. My soul was all subdued to it rejoiced in God. I triumphed in the belief that the plant of nature's planting, earth shall not eradicately. The hour in which the germ of spiritual life once brings up shall never become grassless. The blasts of temptation may with it the marks of worldliness may break over it, but like the oak whose boughs the tempest breaks off, struck it roots the deeper at every blow, or like the rock in the ocean still lifts its unshakable hand above the billows, so the soul unconditionally given to God shall arm stronger by all the discipline to which it is subjected, & this in the engraven on our hearts the Christian and the missionary song tell, He is made I shall lift him up. Lamb of God! I will keep in thy name, to the transporting shape whereby that my spirit shall not be in fruits to the churches of England, to the cause of China. My soul has also been drawn forth in an unlamentable manner for my dear earthly love. I put her disappointed matter, she with Dr. Smith, with a holy principle goes most cheerfully, one by one, to lonely & to her friends or dear, to the cause of Christ in China. May multiplied blessings attend the evening of her days on earth.
April 22d. Thursday. Lat. N. 42° 25' Lon. W. 68° 26' - Li 27210
A.M. We are now getting through the gulf that separate
from the Great Bank, but the wind is fresh as we are proceeding
on our way at the rate of 8 Knots. My sleep was disturbed by
a sound sleep. Have read the book of Happy's Zeph. 1 in a
measureless degree. Enjoyed a short time of prayer. May I may with earnest
prayer.

April 23d. Friday. Fine, sunny weather but continued through the
week thus far. The day but treated with little improvement. Indeed,
it belongs to the number of my most pleasant days. In the evening con-
tented myself with a little reading of the book of Proverbs.

April 24th Sat. Lat. 41° 42' 06" Lon. W. 69° 42' 20" - Li. 27247

One week from Boston. Read with much delight the
Luke 18:19 to 23. The word, fed and perceived at the words
of Jesus, in my own fortitude enabled to take about great
obstacles to enjoy pleasures. I am reminded of a fresh light from
the conflict to find the common error of the Christian in this
life. Enjoyed the word of the Spirit in praying for my best
self. My soul rejoiced that forgetting the past, it could not
stand the way find the evidence of her a displotion in present
lead to God, in the present feeling of her heart at the time
in my deliver my after self.

April 25th Satur. An exceedingly cloudy. Divine service
at 10 o'clock A.M. Rev. Mr. Corley, Church Ave. to St. W. coast of
America. Read the Church Service. I purchased from Job. o 27. 25
My situation not very pleasant. With a letter for my wife.
20 cushions for my seat, much and hand held


Last night was an exceedingly rough and uncomfortable night. At midnight dropped a heavy paw on the card-board midship, sending her rafter into the gentlemen's cabin. Notch below deck to any, especially to lower deck. There was continual snoring and breathing, with comfort. To-morrow sailed, P.M. At first "Hard表格", then looks out bound for M.T. Home last but little improvement in any hopes. Stomach.

April 17th. Same. Litt. 44° 33' L. W. 32° 53' Litt. 23°.

A.M. A most quiet night, a most pleasant. This morn, G.M. 

G.M. 20th. 20th. Mr. and Mrs. K. went on board for M.T. A dream last night indicates the growing ness of my mind. How can I hope to live? God is very making home, they generally exclude it in my mind.
April 28th. Sun. Lat. 84° 28' Long. 97° 02' Dist. 224.
April 29th. Y. Lat. 84° 34' Long. 19° 02' Dist. 179

April 30th. Sat. 10.15 A.M. Made Cape Clor. A.M. EXCITEMENT.
No amount besides Cork a Dublin Steamer Jupiter, who reports the President 47 days due to. Mr. J. W. Weeks found in his boat with 40 passengers!!! Why can we then not take? Why are we not allow? Let me look like he did not stir to the morning. I may I know the coming Sabbath in the face of the Lord.

May 1st. Wed. Attended a meeting at Colly
Storrs, by the Dr. Hall of Hanover.
He had to look and Rev. Lord. Exposed to the
out of Exeter Hall. Enjoyed prayer and music, and
The closing music was so sweet. Hold me
in your powerful hand. Pray for humanity.

May 13th. Thursday. Meeting at Mr. M. Mrs. Lord
Arrived at. My emotion on seeing of Mr. in a divided in
midst of their strength.

Date of landing?
May 14th 1867. Good the day at 3 O Clock in London.

Received a note from Sir H. Holland saying that he had called on the Duke of Argyll, and was supposed to say that His Royal Highness would have great satisfaction in seeing me at Remington Palace any day if please to call and that he should be treated as for an other twenty to be afforded for me to meet Sir W. Pakington, British Minister to China.

This evening have had a delightful service at Zion Chapel at a Missionary Conference. Addressed the crowds assembled in a brief address with some facility to kindness. May the Lord bless me and make me a blessing to bless my Lord God.

May 15th Sat. With Mr. ASTMEN, Aner. Prined to the court of Siamese attended the Exhibition of Local Arts Inc. at Grantham, visited the Duke of York, in the room - Mrs. Kirk Patro and Christabel.
Chapel A. M. at 10½ i.e. 10 Reid. I attended
Mass at St. Paul's this afternoon. I heard
the Rev. Dr. Barlow Rector of St. Gregory's Chalk.
Ind. Southw. The correction of children's defects
from Arnaud. An excellent & comprehensive
sermon. My disappointment was great
on hearing such a sermon. It deserved in my
just turn, to be more held up. This was an
unArnoring factor. The singing & chanting was
elegant. The assembly numbers a large
quantity. At the commencement of the 1st verse
the doors were closed: the noise of feet in the
central court level with the noise breaking upon
the voices in a hubbub. At it descended in the
crowd of the Cathedral. This is the Cathedral
Church. The Rev. R. H. B. of St. Ethel
preached; the bells that are there
will soon annul the notice & also the
building itself, but that of St. Paul's Cathedral
is grandly. I turn round to this following
thought: [When I go to St. Paul's Cathedral]
I behold the bust of Howard with the
key of the prisoners in his hand. The coroner's
commission. Of the prisoners in the his
bull is the Reel in his hand. A message
to ambi..
I am reminded that this is the soil in which
Philanthropy first flowered. When I hear the
Royal Highness the Duke of Sutherland, England
has redeeming qualities I believe it. When I hear
of his Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh going
in the £2,000,000 a year to a single object of charity,
I am convinced that England has lost her dignity
and her wealth. And when an object so
great, so good, so noble, is without any practical
ability to give more than its intrinsic
enlightened medical and surgical practice
to the millions of Chinese this fond hope is
cheerful that it will be lent to.

This evening attended the church at St. John's in
Brindford Row. Threw the Herr Bob. Oak
John 3:16: 10.11.12, an excellent sermon. He
spoke upon the greats he bestowed on the Yung
"No personal duty in important but to be taught
god, corner in grammar." This church is now
R. Cecil and B. Wilson, used to preach.

Note: Mrs. J. in much better

May 17th. The Monday, spent chiefly in nothing
came to read. At 5 P.M. attended the meeting of
the Directors of Lord, with Mr. Ayr, to find
for Rev. Mr. Morison, Mr. Mrs. F. Argyle,
Mr. John Philip, author of 'Lord of the Bhuriazin'.
May 1834. Methodist. Met an acquaintance of Hacking lady when the subject of Mr. Swett. Most interesting meeting beyond it much. Rev. Mr. Robson and Mrs. Hodson, Mr. Dod of Peny. Recent. (Mr. Thompson) Central interest. Meeting continued two hours. A letter from Dr. Colby to Dr. G. with very acceptable & encouraging proposal that Mr. Hadwen introduce me at Lord A.D.M. called on this Royal Englishuck of London. His sister, the Duchess of Gloucester, wishing to see him. Most time I was invited to his library of 40,000 old collections of Bible in all languages. Mr. Wynn & Mr. Heber, Bible in Copts. In a few minutes I was ferround into his library. Next hour was very cordially. Put me many questions. Gave me an opportunity of explaining fully my object with it and our mutual arrangement. The King of the library, Mrs. Fothergill, Mrs. R. Wright, I can think experimentally. Mrs. Fothergill being with me. Comfortful in both my own, which was the first indication that I had of it. The more I consider the notice of Dr. Wynn in Chester for lecturing under the term of this year.
in Colón a, to much was not to be found in
bodily from day to day and many of the
children. Mr. Meyers also mentioned his steps
in to the King of the Belgians and
months away, November 25th to 28th could be chased.
Promised to see the Earl Fitzwilliam whom
the subject is from Quaker friends—
called at Mr. Jenner's, Mrs. Bing Bromley will
be likely to make me a present of—
next of my stay at D. Vaughan's residence.
My friend American Dr. Mott, head of
the India House, Dr. Brodhead, Mr. Collins, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Read I daughter of queen—Mr. Paul
of Phila new autographs of Washington to
Franklin & Jefferson (1796) Whom this curious
proposition had Dr. Thomas with the weights of
children 18 June. This evening I received
for N. Halsted paying if I would call in her
know who to communicate that will
there we are—
I desire to letters & newspapers. Thanks to
my Father in Heaven for this day of the
but, it has been a day of his
peace before the Lord to my hand,
I ask for Mrs. P. & Mr. & Mrs. Klauke to
Mr. J. Probable change in the Ministry of EG.
May 19th. Mr. Dix. 2 P.M. You just returned from
Mr. Halden's who was indeed communicative
enough to gratify me. You said the Bishop
expectedly learnt the import from the Arch.
Bp. of Canterbury, Duke of Wellington, Marquis of Londonderry,
Bp. of London, Bp. of Durham, and Marquis of
Northampton. The Arch Bp. of Canterbury
thought nothing could be more reprehensible it
was important I was ready to endorse a thorough
spirit to fit a Medical Necessity in the
University. (?) I need to hire the Pottery.
Swad performed although it all its said of
my young lodging let it be painted without
delay. Said he, it is surprising how it is
received, it is going like wild fire. I do not
remarkable that now then years after
the delivery of my address you from China
would visit this country? I remarked that
the board of Prov. had marked
the whole course of this thing, if it be of 3rd
it will succeed. If not it will not do us it to
succeed. May the Lord add his blessing.

May 20 I heard Long from in writing. Called on
Mr. Hume, who says he will welcome me at
Court with pleasure. Miss I. Kindly offers to
introduce me to Bp. of London, Mr. St. John,
Mrs. in the back on February 1st. Bp. of Ireland.
May 21, Friday, Mr. R. C. M. at Rev. Mr. Fitch's at Mrs. Mrs. Fitch's house.

May 22, Sat. Present at home in conducting work at R. C. M. Mrs. Mrs. Fitch's at Mrs. Mrs. Fitch's present.

May 23, Sabbath. A.M. Placed for Rev. Mr. Fitchett, in the old church built by the Moravians. R.C.M. from Holland 200 years ago. R.C.M. from St. Michael's. Enjoyed it in good order. I added some remarks regarding my labours in China.

I concluded with a private prayer. Dined in an informal manner at Mrs. Fitch's in Bedford Square. Attended the infant school at Fitchett's to show a class of young ladies in the Sunday School. Addressed them all to be quiet with them. Dr. Brampton.

Then went to Brompton Road beyond Hyde Park to see Mr. Mrs. Mrs. Fitchett. Her children were there. Dr. Mrs. Fitchett's daughter, Mrs. Mrs. Mrs. Fitchett.

She has been in Brompton Colchester. Christ the King present in their uniform. Took tea at Mr. Mrs. Glenn. Mrs. Mrs. Mrs. Fitchett's house has been in Brompton Colchester. Christ the King present in their uniform. Have been to pray and hear the sermon. Flying my red Penn. I now desire to be like men at forty years. Who is in Christ Jesus.
May 24th, 1846, Monday. Have enjoyed more than usual amount of prayer today than for a long time. With Mrs. V. and a company of her friends, Mr. and Mrs. Smith, Mrs. W., Mr. and Mrs. A. went to the London Tower, which is an assembly of 200,000

Pauline's note: "The view of the Tower of London, read aloud.

The Tower of London, which is an assembly of 200,000

words of wisdom, all taken and losses times during

the London tour, which is an assembly of 200,000.

P. R. W. (Mr. and Mrs. B. and Mr. and Mrs. A.) went to the London Tower, which is an assembly of 200,000.

Pauline's note: "The view of the Tower of London, read aloud.

The Tower of London, which is an assembly of 200,000.
A true work of art in the form of a manuscript is a treasure of knowledge and wisdom. It is not just a collection of words, but a manifestation of the soul's creativity and expression. In the passage you've shared, the author reflects on the value of art and its contribution to society. They mention the power of art to move and inspire, to evoke emotions and provoke thought. The manuscript is a testament to the enduring nature of art, which, like a work of art, can be appreciated and understood in many different ways. It is a reminder that art is not just for the wealthy or the elite, but for everyone who is open to its beauty and meaning. The passage also highlights the role of art in society, as a means of connecting and uniting people across generations and cultures. Overall, the manuscript is a profound exploration of the nature and importance of art, and a celebration of its power to enrich our lives.
May 25th. First. Occupied with the business of printing.

Notes:

- Called on Mr. Halkyard. Who will write a notice for the paper. Saw Mr. Barry, at the
  Jardine Coffee House. Called on Mr. Oldfield.
- Two Sunday school friends. Saw the banner of
  Men's Philanthropic Society. — Hoped to be sent
  from this. Wrote Robert Lindley & Mr. Parke. Enjoyed
  more religious feeling, there.

May 26th. Went. Called on Dr. B. Halkyard. Mrs. Lincoln.
(Just married & Mr. P. went to Mr. P.) Pastoral to
Dr. Lindley. Dr. Morgan, Dr. Rogers, Dr. Mitchell, Esq.
Jackson, Dr. Warden. J. C. C. (C. C.) Called on Dr. P.
Went to Walhoun House with Rev. J. P. Glover

family manuscripts & newspapers & now one of the
Best of Mrs. Found with Mrs. Alice Harkney. I attended
a Bible meeting. Rev. W. P. & Rev. Mr. Johnson
a Connected Church. We went to Feltham
and attended the meeting. Mr. Harrold in the Chair
Late of Bromley. Rev. Mr. Wodans. The Vicar in
Relation of Dr. Wodans. Met the night with Rev. J.
Graham, met Mrs. Thompson, author of L. B. A. Men's.

May 27th. Visited the Institution for the Education of the Children of the Poor. The first of the kind
was established. Affected to think of Peace & to
love our children. Help my brother. Such is nature in this
Year. The National Gallery, at Royal Academy of Arts.
(Visit catalogues) Completely saturated with the taste for

May 29th. Friday. Wrote in much of the day. Write well. Not at home. Miss Huskisson continues very kind.

Also obtained a passport of Mr. Huskisson to come here to town in person by the French Ministry, 6, Poland N.Dept No. I will bring it tomorrow. Know formally, Mr. I. gave me an introduction to Mr. Bentinck, called at the London House M. James Ryan at the Lord Bp. of London went just going out, and spoke of me while containing my address in my card, which he read with much interest. Then walked to Cavendish Place to Blooming Dock to the Female Blind Asylum, and we were very happy to meet with Mary & Lucy. The former of whom I visited when in London. They have much improved in knowledge & seem well in health in the end. A lady came in from after me & discussed much interest. I returned & read the last
lady Brother. Reaching my quarters
she was from was attended to by husband Mr.
Bennett Brother. I am hoping it will long please
my introduction to him I have decided to go.
seem to Holland to do it. Do you know B.N.? John
asked. "Will you come to breakfast with us?"
I am unexpectedly in a way to be here, at 8.2 am.
now morning.

This evening went attended a prayer meeting at 8. 03
prayer for China. I went a fresh and short meeting,
to P.M., till concluding prayers, and then I stayed
down time to dinner promptly, we manifested in the 1st
month.

May 29th. Left. Breakfast with Mrs. Bennett Brother.
early 7 a.m. at 8 a.m. I had but little time to
see me. Only B. seems to be a divinity shows lady.
It was much interested in my outsize. Hospital.
Thought that made a severe and must take in putting
Rev. before a name that had M.T. after it, but
was delighted when he first was explained. Then
called on Mr. Thomas Halford for whom I certainly
entertain much esteem. He had listened would be willing to go to introduce me
the B.M. to B.M. 9th. Said that there was great
engling in the Royal Col. Pye or in would

\[\text{Handwritten notes and corrections}\\]
Like to bring the subject before the College and to obtain an
unofficial acknowledgment of the importance of the
object. It seemed the Wi. London was being pressed
further when the subject figured in a sort of inter-
state. What is the use of sending a poor cheat to
China who has not got a cat? or does not
know the way there? No. (lady for Smith. God. Letter of
secret confidentially intimated.) The Nth A with
great freedom of his attendants on a large number
of the Royal Family in their last moments. Lord Geo.
and the old Duke of St. Andrew - (see to the folded El Eyg
close). Next called on the Marquis of London
at London Town, Berkeley Piz. A Porter at
the gate, rings for the Butler at the bottom door. Bidden
my cord, coming in the large hall, invited to the
inner room. Lord Londesdown will receive you to.
In five minutes ushered into his Presence.
Receives with great cordiality and a smile. Offered for
the honor of a call to "was very happy with him about the
China and Chinese affairs. In my habit to sit with him in a Cup of "Plumwine." He was about to be
absent from the city for a few days. Commanded to
leave a box on the floor. Return to London. Sept called on
Sir Geo. Hamilton (17 February that year. Co. as at
London) He was very cordial. He one year has a very
agreeable house in London. He had many inquiries
about China. Int. agreed with the Duke. The affairs
been really misunderstood. Much of it was due to Mr. Rosson. I disapproved of publishing letters to the people that the business had become the specialty of my object. Much of the importance of a newspaper was not knowing much had been published. Invited me to dine with him on Monday at 7 1/2 A.M. when I should meet the gentlemen called my own Mr. Murray (Heber J. Grant) conducted me and talked a much better and a more truck as a twist. He was a very warm in his commendations of the Mr. Mr. said it meant after the reception of Mr. Jesse. He said the people were asking their questions and my application to learn a receiving agent of money but always declined them but Mr. West his interest in the object he would not accept. Promised to bring my "Pamphlet" to the notice of the Democratic Review to the Editor of the "Trent" & "Salt Lake." He did not hear good to much with such an enormous copy of my object. He will also distribute the pamphlet. Called on Mr. E. Kincaid. Dr. Bulova's Dr. He suggested that I call early on Sunday, to Dr. Bulova. To introduce me to Chamber of speak to gentlemen to bring the subject before the Mayor of the City. Saw Mr. Jordan, Mr. Jordan & Mr. Smith & all feel bey since the passing of the political movements of the country. This aborts any misgivings. From the explicit distribution of Parliament intervention with a public meeting.
Febt. May 22. A.M. attended Church at Westmoreland, by the Rev. W. Allis S.C., 22. Earnest of the Preacher. At 12:00 attended service at Westmoreland Ch., adorning Rev. Dr. Allis, and Father of the Mayor of Philadelphia, Speaker of the House of Representatives. The Mayor of Philadelphia, Speaker of the House of Representatives, attended at the Lord's Day visit to the Rev. Mr. Allis. At 3:00 attended at the Lord's Day Ch. (Rev. Mr. Allis). At 5:00 preached 1st. Nov. 1814. On baptism. The most unblushingly preached that baptism is regeneration. This man, blind, heard: to lose his sight an act of blindness. At 6:00 P.M. attended at Mr. Allis' Ch. The sermon was most edifying. The Rev. Mr. Allis, being a most edifying and edifying of the Ch. was delivered to the point.

May 22. Monday. Rose early and called on Mr. Hollard at 9 A.M., I proposed to him to bring my objections to the Royal Ch. of Physicians. The immediately began to collect objections, that the American could not be maintained at this time, the land lost 40,000. the gentlemens appr. 20,000, by failure of the Bank. That the occasion of the business had brought about the end to the land. Mr. Biddle and Mr. Johnson had not great misfortune (referred to Mr. John's letter to Biddle). Misfortune owing to the affairs of England and China was "in W. Biddle" in the cloud. That C. Biddle took his last deposit of 6,000. He paid because it was only the first installment of 500.
+. For me a hearty grasp of that kind. I desired
that Her Lordship might not wish toiring
about it. Threw this favor for her attention I
was unable to
communicate. The subject to her consideration
was only, and was the object I should be in my power to aid his
efforts.

I would be glad to send the book to him of Reg. XII. at
O Hyde
Park, Vincent Browne. After I spent one
hour a man at Bor. Browne. I sent a letter
in which the people of the house of men
as at the day of judgment assembled together.

Vide Catalogue.) Then proceeded to Bor.

Ah. J. was introduced to

latter. I was to him a man for his man, and

put the touches. Some in his count. It induced
me to call an qew to called an ear

Ph. Br. was the last to Bor. Loch in a

my dinner report must to August to Canadian.

thereby, now my ticket I then aided with his Sir.

Routon, and 1st Preston M. - Wymen. And

found Brown and old fried of his Sir. After

Miller long resident in India and now in India
in the India then who is about to the East

after which would be to bring to see me on Mr.

Browne who has been in China. Gen. Bar. Brown,

ki. - Nor. Tuck. 1st the ladies. - Sir. Sir.

agent with us. That it is our responsibility, not
will he is willing to do what his com. Politics
about all minds in England. His Gen. J. Moore
offers to introduce me to the debates of Parliament
on Wednesday night. Call at 12 large 5 P.M.
Jan 21. Attended the rehearsal of the Children of the King, St. Paul's at 12 o'clock. Probably the most unencumbered of the world. By Thomas Chatterton, assembled in the chapel. Quite splendid in the center of St. Paul's. Sunday, giving an account of the Whittington gallery, Paul's church.

Visited Guy's Hospital, little to take for a visit. Attended a museum, introduced to a lawyer. Attended a museum and found a collection of my patient in the museum. Collected the original. But I am interested, they have been upgraded, when I was a stranger, asked who was interested. Not interested.

Much interest was expressed in learning the history of the museum. But on leaving, I met my object. Pleasure now to have a meeting with the medical man in London. 2. From such Bly 4 London first on his condition and a ticket to St. Paul's on Thursday. But due to his illness, I had to cancel my trip to China. Bly for another British in Bombay!!

Jan 22. Wednesday. Fumbled in the morning. 474 1/2 P.M. Sir Geo. Stanhope, apparently elated, took me into his carriage and took me to the House of Commons.
succeeded in introducing me, to the scene of battle,
the Duke of Wellington. His Excellency was,
the subject of China briefly but fully. Nevertheless,
I am informed to the question of the former Governor
from the Chinese that any war with China must
be disastrous. He did not think it advisable
authority on China's part. This would greatly
The Duke of Wellington, the conqueror of Spain,
was called to be Mr. Sergeant of Parliament.
As Mr. Fleet, Mr. Russell of Liverpool for Sir. Ing
and Harby of Leicester for the best Speaker.
The present scene of Commons is a busy one,
and Sergeant at Arms to the House of Lords in Westminster.
I do not think from this Memoire that other
Clopoun would wish in communication with
English. Speaker 1 three in the chair intent
were host. Sergeant at Arms were present.
hour seemed to take a seat at the all was
right in the gallery. Hundred speak and stand in
arms. No ladies admitted. The present
is on the print of distribution a most exciting
question was before the hour. There was much
good humor at the Table. Ministers of Justice
was not indifferent as to the subject of their
debate. If Frederick 20 years shall not put
after England become a republic, or her present
government is materially modified. If this is not
work that will produce some change. I resign
it in many ways. Hour adjourned at 12.00. Sir
For some accommodations for the night. I also breakfasted with him (June 3d. Thurs.) at 8½ A.M. and after his kinder offer to introduce me to Home of Lords. I invited him to attend a meeting of R. H. Browing on Saturdays when he will pronounces as a corresponding member. I sent him a letter to Mons. Constantine Jablonski, French Professor at Paris. Indeed the attention was most remarkable, & I was under many obligations.

At 11½ having the ticket of Lord W. I London gained admission to St. Paul's Cathedral on the occasion of the Anniversary of the Charity Schools. A beautiful & spiritually uplifting mass. Six thousand children received 1 as.m. as I could estimate. 30,000 communicated. The school children in the quadrangle of thousands were in the seats with us. The service was admirable. The process by the Right Rev. Father in God, Joseph Mary Elg. was old & confidential & beautiful music, gave the impression. 6½. Proceed then as in the before

It was a discourse urging the claims of the Church in its Present Situation. Not a word was added to the children they might not hear from home except to let all the exhibitions was encouraged. The complacency of attitude made upon the Benevolent Church. And it was not the justify writers to living generation. Would he educate his race? Called on Dr. Smith who personally spoke to think of the places not sufficiently creating-2
I went in a note to Dr. Bellard, containing a
petition from the Royal Highness, Duke of
Durham, to drive with him at Huntingdon Park
On June 1st at 11 A.M. I left for which I am exalted
June 3rd Friday. Breakfasts at Mr. B. Groves. Have not
enjoyed the day at all. My spirits have been much
deflected. My heart is still unequal. I pray to try to
revert, I deign to trust I shall in Him who is the best
of my counsels to my God, Of for a broken
heart. I the sensible love of Him who is altogether
lovely. I have been applying to earthy fountain but
not to the springs from where they water all that
the living fountain. I am joined by my absente
from our I love on earth so I am as truly joined
by my absente from our I love in Heaven.
I hope however soon to be restored to health. Pray that
It may be prepared for the coming Morning
meeting at Liverpool. O Lord help this
Once, for China's fate, for the heathen's fate,
for the Church's fate, for my Redeemer's fate.
June 5th, Sat. Sabbath under a most painful state
of nervous prostration & discouragement all past
noon. At 2 o'clock was introduced to a meeting
of the Royal Astronomic Society (Personally, President) by
Sir W. Stonham Bart. Vice President of the Society
and in consequence of the absence of the President
I was introduced to the President
and took the chair. It was not easy for me to be present to give information referring
Mr. Dunn of his Chinese collection as I was brought to
The notice at the Society is a celebration of the work of
Dr. W. G. Prior, named a Consulting Member
of the R. H. Society, who introduced me to various men
beside other men in the collections at the crown. I
then introduced me to the Royal Institution in
my former building. We to the library, to see Lord
Mansfield, the 7th, Mr. J. J. W. Brand, to
see at the Chemical lecture B. g. the ground.
I wish to press to take me as his guest to
the Royal Society on Thursday next. He kindly
agrees to present me at Court, unless the
American Minister shall do it. I am given
a very polite letter of introduction to Mons.
Jeanlouis Jules of France, on returning
from a letter from Dr. R. L. B. A. Anthony of one
of the British libraries, to proceed for letters
in the evening, which I broke (to R.) to do.
it came gladly in the opportunity.

Division of Plure of Commons last night, just
at eleven. Our friends cheered in his chair to
die to go otherwise. Majority of the vote. Good
enough men on the part of the House to
M. Men at Mrs. Hubley's general.

June 6th. Sabbath. Attended church at Murray
Church to hear the Rev. R. Phillips, the author
of the "Laws of the Mind in Natural Science," from
Collioure. It was such a sermon at which
an expected group of men whose attention has
been particularly directed to the M. Hubley's influence.
to experimental & actual religious matters. Theological & philosophical. The Commen
ted matter was one of mutual interest & the formal
one of the same. But from which the eye may
look back from China & the Church. At 8:30 A.M
received a full & duly instructed assembly from
China. From the city were present. And
meeting here and the pleasure of seeing the writers
of dear to Mr. Morrison & the dear letters of Mr. R. Morrison.
It was a pleasant meeting. The good lady who
at the inauguration of her husband had
with such interest of the joy it would give him to
see the royal fulfillment of his prediction of the
events now transpiring in China. Also of the
lady Miss of her faith & Mr. Thurlow. It was hard
to welcome them to China. Mr. Olin of Newbury
will take a lively interest in the Mission.
Mr. Philip gives much encouragement towards
the success of my voyage & the practical
ity of bringing it before the medical board
of London. It has been my delight to meet
the dear man & his family - they are going to China.
The interest is something like that manifested in
America. Mr. Philip is a cousin of Dr. Lockhart, Mrs.
Beaconhirst, with Mrs. Morrison for the sake
of prolonging my visit. Among the men of China.
But I must lay down my pen to remain
thanks to God & then return my pledge when
sailing in the morning for his blessing which
has come. There is not a man present.
June 14th. Monday. A good day. Mr. Smith had lunched thus far. 

to lend you an introduction to Mr. Pky. to

Mr. Balfour, who understands my object

would not assist it in any way. Mr. Wilcox, a

man of our thoughts, a good man.

From a letter to Mr. Vincent (16. Borrowings)

Rev. John Calhoun of Georgia. Found him

at home. A very friendly. Mr. Balfour had

already conducted business in the Caun. The

man is to lay it before the Reg. Col. Taggs and

over and (Saw Rev. Dr. White, Dr. Moody, etc.)

called at Mr. Strong. Saw Mr. Thomson in court

Dr. Calhoun.) Sent for Rev. J. Wilcox.

June 15th. Thursday. Dined with His Royal Highness Duke

of Saxe, at Huntingdon Palace. Who had the

pleasure of meeting Mr. Henry Clay, at the house Mr. Mann

President of Royal Academy. Its Fogis, not one of the

Bridge water Treater. Its Combine, Political Ministers, a

few connections at the Rothschild, Bouncing to real

tested in China. (Thank you!) His friend Baring

purposes of inquiring. (Mr. Balfour I Bult with terms in)

 Called on Dr. Chambers in the AM. Will give 5 guineas

I take a kind hint that Mr. Clay the next to the Bank

Mr. No. James Black (Jan. 25.) invitation to dinner

do altered the Royal Medic Churgeld Meeting. Dr. Calhoun re

commanded to take the paintings to Reg. Col. Balfour-Brown

in field.


by Mr. John. Visit to Mrs. J. Mrs. J., Café, of Dr. Ignatius. Reverend the Dean. Called on Mr. Tustin. 
Mr. Tustin, Rev. Mr. Tustin, called on Mrs. Tustin. 
Mr. Tustin, called on Mrs. Tustin. 
Mr. Tustin, called on Mrs. Tustin.

Afternoon, visit to the Mansion. Dinner at Royal Society Club.
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June 11th, Friday. Came to Liverpool. Preparatory recus at Wm. Burkett Esq. to June 12th. Day of rest. Writing for the journal. Sent statements away. Rev. Mr. Kelly called at hotel. Encouragingly of the health of my patients. Enjoyed my meals "like yesterday morning." Long to hear new letters. Mr. Woolfe took a walk with Miss Hunter.

June 12th. A. M. Heard Rev. G. W. Northland of Glasgow in Rev. Mr. Kelly's house. P.M. Walked out. In the afternoon, went to an attic window. At 6:30, P.M. I returned in the form and placed to an attic window. June 13th. Monday. With Dr. P. Burkett to the Liverpool Medical Institution. Not yet completed. He was inquiring under Dr. Edwards, called upon the General Infirmary. John Hospital & Lancet Sydney not as credible.!!! In the evening, attended a meeting in Rev. Mr. Kelly's. Ch. took part in the same. Dr. Northland followed. Rev. Mrs. Birch from Berwick. Rev. Mrs. Martin from Macclesfield. Rev. Mrs. Richland from Hulme. Rev. D. Bennett of London. Rev. D. Bean. (Order of Dr. Mordan.) Delighted meeting. Went, June 14th. Morning. Breakfast in the hotel. From the hotel, went to the house. Miss Hunter, Miss Hunter, a lady of Dr. Mordan. Came to Liverpool with heirs. Dr. Raffles gave an answer of the Miss. Mrs. of Dr. Wilber. At 11 A.M. horn. Replies were to send a missive Woman. Came Mr. Kelly to bring me with Mr. Arkell, umpire. I am concerned that. Encouraged by the Miss. Mr. R.
But what then? I well remember. He lay erg among the others, as if he had been at liberty. But I heard, if it were true, being in the original. Heth had in the end, of the city. And it is to be remembered that the city is for Birmingham. And at the locomotive, then, that I was called to the Midlands.

Jan 16th, Ross early called on Rev. J. A. Jones, who is greatly afflicted in the loss of his wife. I was "I know him the best of my acquaintance. I look at the subject of." I spoke affectionately of to whom. And it went an understanding in order to get any money for the N. B. I felt encouraged me to come to this. The people of Birmingham have an admiration of it to form a College in St. S. We took the colleges for the country. Then took a case of great interest to the House of Commons. Here met the Warwick Castle of returned through London to St. I 1 took the East of Country and reached London at 6 o'clock. I took at lodgings again at No Dr. Knell. I had the task of sending a letter of deepest interest from Miss Barker, also an from Dr. Twall. I hope we have time to publish the plan of the present state of the day. We then 17th. Thursday. Called on the Rev. Vincent Bar R. C. B.

The council were pleased with the paintings he had in their corporate cabinet, could not pass any resolutions, but as individuals being likely to do it a public body or formation by broad call their attention to it they might re
Advised seeing his Sir Thorntam, on the 3rd. Oct.,
and met him to H. Woodford who had heard me
tell Lord Nightingale at Hornby, to whom I adduced
the case. From the Lord Prior of, Ashmore (Talbot),
President of the Society of Gloucester, and had seen an
oracle I added it to the R. Society. Sir Robert Stirling
had promised to do it all in his power, and he
said not wherein it could be obtained. I asked
the physicians for they are from R. Stirling, as said
by the statute. I am with the R. Society and Mr. J.C.,
Arch. and Godd. stuck in it was much
interested in the plan. I requested a copy of my
statement. A friend of Oxford, Camden, that I
asked to which I replied (Maiden, Wether)
In the suggested that I should write a letter
I was asked for the carrying on the Hospital
from the funds the Brothers would raise, but
should be paid in all that I could earn in
independently of that. Perceived the importance
of sustaining the Hospital. That their success
was most essential to that of his plan. Be sure
the letter came again from this much time
left unused, without any thing new. The letter
I must reply to give an introduction to
Oxford, Camden, etc., called on me
Sir Thorntam, our ready to oblige a friend. Wally to write
to the R. Society and that I put down his name as an
introduction. R. Stirling advised to proceed at once to
taking subscriptions. Wally invited me to his
country house in Portsmoor, I will also give
introduction to Oxford, Camden, etc., etc.
June 18th-19th. Hoped to call on Poisard, but he was away.

June 19th. Embark for Bologna. King of the Thames

June 20th. Boat for a week. Attended English

June 21st. Monday. Arrived at Lodi. Mr. Mortehan

June 22nd. Tuesday. Buda and Buda. A boat to Genoa.

June 23rd. Wednesday. Went from one thing to

June 24th. Thursday. Visited Royal Library.

June 25th. Friday. Visited University. Showed the

June 26th. Saturday. Visited the Hospital of St. Louis with Dr. Igela.

June 27th. Sunday. Visited the Grand Opera for entertainment by the Prince de

June 28th. Monday. Visited the Royal Palace of

June 29th. Tuesday. Visited the King's Palace. Saw the instruments of

June 30th. Wednesday. Visited the Hospital for

July 1st. Thursday. Visited the Hospital for

July 2nd. Friday. Called on Mr. Leggott, 167 of Leggott's

July 3rd. Saturday. Visited the Hospital for

July 4th. Sunday. Visited the Hospital for
June 25th. 3rd Friday. At 7 A.M. went to Hotel from the Most excellent Hotel of Paris being about 201 years old, contains 1200 beds. Was introduced to Dr. Simon de Housty by prior to St. Louis, and in his 60th year is a very active man; a thorough operator. Followed him into the wards, heard him lecture for an hour. Then returned for the 2nd day for catalepsy. The operation is performed on miracles, but at costing a great deal. Fortunately it is skillful, probably destroys one of nine of the sept. The operation shown in the divisions of wound was witnessed. W.B. Catted at the Bupa a place where the dead are in found in the River. Line 4 in the city was exposed to the friends coming. I was taken from city, A kind of cork came with copper 1/2 in all air furnished to naked cork is placed when there is a small flame or water placed when the flame flexes these shown to coal, till they are recognized. Eight hours later among men biggest looking bodies was found one of a beautiful young lady.
of respectable family, who having been taken
committed to prison,
by Brigham of God is ordered here to St. Louis, when
who I am directed to the most central location in
which I arrived in the most central location
from the town of my origin. My plan is to reach the
through the city, where I was certain
of protestants that dwell in one of the
Accompanied by the Rev. John M. Utz, called
in Montana, St. Thomas, Julian. The Measom
of Pomeroy, the best known teacher of
Chinese probably. This is a ruin of 65 years
present. Very active & pressing. Last to un-
derstand Chinese as well as Eng. Heard on the
letter found at Piorongor, remarked that it was
weekly that time or account of this in Chin
history. They have an extensive Chinese library -
a fort of Chinese movable type cut in iron
containing 85,000 characters & printed in wood
for about 6$. They have long since been formed
picture type for a much finer trade. I asked
if a font could be purchased? He left me
promptly in thenegation. But they offered to
the Royal printing society. The Chinese city
contains the Fangkuei cost about $5000, there is a double
carte color, and may be bought for $50. Y. W. I'm happy.
Also the Siew Ching, says the Siew Re in both is longer
extent. It can also go from here to both C. Y. Chan
an elegantly bound with marble bookplates, letten in
gold. Mr. Julian gave me a present of his
Hills at Constantinople is his name, and Present in China! Jodhpur as well known as the Embassy was in Florence. This is in little pains. The is a manuscript in his time of Mr. B. Matthews, says this and Matthews at the end of Matthews is his name in 10 p.p. Called on Rev. Dr. A. on 1st Nov. 1st Nov. A. Mr. Childs about for an hour to see what more personal things I could find, or letter to learn what is in the world.

I pray that what I am seeing, I am learning, my next time to some good use. Last evening was happy in the bid days of the trial day is at hand, when I must again pour from friends, forever on earth, to think I have the opportunity thus to coin so much I value the time of the hours.

Fell and there is nothing I would rather have for as for the proud of others, I the honor of God. And my dear, dear "dear" will you not readily subscribe to this? Yes. 26th. At an early hour went with Miss. Moore to the Hospital de Santa Maria. Brother (1878) which has 140 beds & 12 for women, by Dr. Willson. Miss B. furnished the most of the sick, sick bed, sat in the ward.

The last time for the sick bed, but this in the world.

Saw him yesterday with great Whiles. Misnial with, with Miss. Moore & Mr. Birch went to

M. Alfredo de Gand. The type foremen go to Rue de Champs M. who has cut a front of Chinese matrices of good characters following the order.
Of Kanghi's Dictionary—He will sell the matrices for about 32000 rupees each. I was informed that a set of this type had been produced by the American Bible Society. I went with Mr. McClellan to visit the Geological Board in a Museum of Earth Science. Among the various cabinets, I visited the Geological Cabinet—probably the most important and valuable collection in the world. The Statue of Ceres is unequalled by any statue I ever saw. It is the most perfect specimen of ancient architecture.

Jubilee June 27th—Paris. A.M. He went in to Funk & Wagnalls in the Rue de Rivoli. P.M. He went to the British Museum in the Rue de Rivoli. After dinner, he went to the Assembly House in China with a good dinner of fish, and a fine meal. He slept at the Hotel de B-drive. A.A. of English papers being continued. M.W. acquired a good deal of information.

Wrote Mr. V., in the Act. of Prayers. Went to the British Museum in Paris. Satin at the two Episcopal services in French & English. One of French musette who has written a new mode of educating the young in music. June 29th. 18th. Monday. At 8. A.M. Called on Mr. Fielding. Due to litigation, who informed me that the King Louis Philippe would have great pleasure in receiving me, but the day is not yet fixed. The probably it will be our Wednesday. From this point, the social events will be sufficient for the court visits.
From first some time in purchasing instruments at the Orthopaedic Institute of Dr. Geiringer at Potsy, the part of Florida in which many Throats were treated when Mr. Medmore at the Court of Poni. I am then a visit to the museum of mental affection, a model of ears before after treatment. Gymnastics very good. Twisting, tussles, pendule, Noble. Mental ladder that does not go into the corner pit. double inclined planes. Several methods to prevent injuring in case of a fall. Straight postality or light ensuing also employed. The regulations of all that in it which was formerly a palace.

At 9 or 10 M. went to a meeting of the Royal Institute, which is public. With difficulty found admission. St. Thomas Salien not being present.

Saw Mr. Tracy one of the Founders of this age, a man whose physician was Mr. Pinch in a remarkable man. Baron Komberk a first person riding in the same of 80 apparently. Dr. Rowe to Cimina and Junius seen present among others. Rowe. About 12 or 12.50. Very pleasant weather. The persons who were artistically led to sit in front of the Russian Government behind the Park. Daily was a fine statue of Count Count. With the portraits of Pallas on the left. From those on the left. Among the distinguished, portrait were...
June 19th. 1846. I was present this evening by Sen.

Ch. Minist. Plenipotentiary at the French court
to Louis Philippe, the King of the French, to his
Her Majesty the Queen and Madame Adelicia,
the Duchesse of Orleans Rite to the King, for
an account of this presentation for a letter to Mr.
Parker in fix on my way home.
Jan 29th Can. At 11 ac Am. took the rail road cars for "Versailles" to visit the Palace of Versailles which was begun by Louis XIV in 1664 and completed in 1702, about 140 years ago. The entrance is to part the main entrance by "La Rotonde." This palace is said to have cost Louis XIV, later 30th, £300,000. It is a fluting effect to conceal from the King's eye the accounts to be covered up for the various portions of the interior work of "Vaux." Edwin Saltmarch's Guide to Paris. The paintings and statues and architecture of the Royal Palace surpass all that I have ever conceived of anything grander. I seem to be in wonder and admiration. Paint, gold, art. The palace seems to have thousands of years in a few hours to be a confluence of many centuries; it is to be considered with the most distinguished acts of the great Emperors of this great Empire. Among the numerous pictures, one a lady of eminently expressive sensibilities, he seems to be numbered by the view of the historic Picturesque and be connected to a plan of settlement that the King, so ever himself. The first that I was introduced to in the historic paintings representing the battle of the Great Alabam, a Prince of Holch that abounds himself when the view of the strong men to satisfy the glimpse. I saw (in a tempest) the hero fighting his battles in Egypt of the Red Sea, I
At Fontainebleau, I held my entrance. After witnessing the burning of the coronet and the concluding ceremonies of the coronation, I had the opportunity of seeing Rome.

During my stay, I was given friendly treatment. From the rude hand of the people, I had to rely for food. I published the achievements of the Egyptians. The curates of the prominent priests also met me. Among them were the Kings of Prussia, the President, the Sovereign, the Royal Archbishops, some 80,000 citizens, and thousands of people in the public gardens.

This visit to the Royal Palace during the week, the interviews with the Kings, the ceremonies, the day an event in my life, and that will be dedicated to in future times and distant lands with delight.
July 9th. Friday. 6 A.M. took the Hero for Cambridge.
I arrived at 10. I took lodgings at the "Bell Inn." I met with a certain person from St. Jordan, Regent's Park, who knew me. I arrived at Cambridge at 10 A.M. I went first to Mr. Halford Bayes. He first accompanied me to the Astronomical Observatory and University Library, King's Coll., Cambridge, etc.
I visited the Astronomical Observatory, etc. Dr. Ether's.
July 10th. Sat. Eve. At 9 A.M. broke fast with Prof. Herond's family. I then went forth again to see the objects of interest to be examined. I went first to the church of Cambridge Right Furneux, "The Monk's Tower." Dinner—Bohn's. After dinner, Dr. Blore and Dr. Murray.
Mr. D. Keeler's kind hospitality. Child ran away.
Returned to London at 8 o'clock. On having left G. at Seven, I found a letter from Mr. Colledge, containing a "grant" of £70. to meet the expenses of my visit to this country. It affected me very much being utterly unlooked for. It feeling very much I had had few funds to carry out my plans. This truly aided me considerably in the period my visit to Eng. I then was involved in a rush to get to London. The Lord has heard my prayer in the matter to give me some signal blessings that should enable my heart to return with gratitude. But I must help me to give my all to this cause. Amen.
July 11. 6 A.M. attended Dr. Reed's church. 1 P.M. rest of the day at home. Wednesday. Worked in the evening at the office of Dr. Reed. On the 28th or thereabouts left for New York. On a ministering given wholly to his work.

July 12. Called only on Mr. P. and Mr. Vincent. Worked on a meeting & printed a circular & four written many letters (C. 6 - 2p.) Dined with Mrs. Morrow of family, two daughters from Boston. Dined with Mr. P. in the evening. Perhaps to have a conversation with Mr. P. in. Within the premises of his cousin. Corresponded in America. I write to Mrs. Sheehy to do it. Presented to Mrs. P. an impression of Dr. Morrow.

July 13. Fine. Spent the morning in sending out invitations for the meeting of Trinity. Attended Griswold Hospital, and been helpful there for a patient. Two adults and a child with great skill removed. Broadbent Cooper in on a case among them. 3 O'clock Mr. P. received a tumor from the foot of a female, a woman. At 5 P.M. Dined with widow Beale. Both took a walk at Wall Street. Found them playing at cricket with his children - his 8 children. A North with whom I have been. A long family.

July 14. 10. 6 a.m. in finishing my sermon. Arrived in London at 6 P.M. answered the questions of Rev. Mr. North..
a missionary to India—trav. by Rev. Mr. Mill, now of the "Bethel Mission." Question to the candidate by Rev. Mr. Bridgman, written by Rev. Mr. Wilcox, read by the converting missionary. Charge by the F. Mr. Marsden, in the Lohorung town. Good weather. Working in a public assembly. It was good to be there. The Lord good fortune, and at a two hours after dinner. Church the Lord be present and grant his blessing tomorrow evening at his last. Amen.
Washington Feb. 16th 1841.

Friday. I went to the President & to the Senate.

At 6 o'clock Uncle Dewall called & took me into his office & carried me to see President Tyler. A colored man met us at the door & asked for our cards. Having announced us returned to conduct up to the presence of the Chief Magistrate, who shook hands & saluted cordially with each of us. I sitting down upon me a chair at his right hand. He was exceeding affable, made kind inquiries, inquiring my residence in Chesaapeake, went to England & France, & the probable result of the English & French war. I spoke of his increased care & responsibilities from the recent political changes in the cabinet. It was proposed to receive a letter the evening from Judge Morgan, stating that he had just received a letter from a friend in Virginia; it would not be able to come to W. till Oct. His friend, Atkinson, was made to lunch with him & Judge Tyler. Mr. Cushing & Choate Brooks, wealthy merchants, Emerson, wealth of Cal. Perkins, Cushing & Lord & Judge Appleton had written a long able review of Judge Story's work. Outing from being in London, he said nothing. I wish & mean so.
In New York, the Senate, when the act was passed by which no Person could originate a New-Million Can be approved.

Facts they had failed to dispose of the country by having an embargo enacted that thoughts of having a "floating embargo" (?) or I alluded to the feeling that China was right in their as Letters that our Commerce in C. did not seem a proportionate degree of other two countries with that of S. America a.

George in his account of my practice of Made in China, on his asking how I had employed myself then? And how long I remained in W. What my movements for the future? He expressed his admiration on turning that China was with his my home.

Do. I well this took me to Hon. D. Webster. We ran ushered into his Presence Chamber when he found the great storm by the side of a comfortable fire, and all alone. We were soon seated one on either side. I then expressed my obligations to him for his letter of introduction to his friends in Eng. "I am very glad if they knew of any use to you." They were highly pleasurable. George in account of the manner in which the Vessel
of Mr. Haldome, received me. He spoke much of the Blenheim and gave an account of his family, the Vaughan family. Gore an interesting account of Mr. B. at the accession of King Charles. His blood found the arrow of death, divided in the destruction. Mr. N. in raising the hurl, took it right off. The Countess quite like the well known likeness of the King, in Mr. B. an account of the interest of Mr. B. in the M. M. Doe. Mr. N. Though it very commendable in the Roy. Col. W. seems to take with the rising of the sun, shine on his foot as the ring of the sun. Of you often a view of Burke intelligence more interesting. Mr. N. I went to a fortnight in Paris. Alluded to the smith, how I think with Louis Philippe of the King’s sentiment regarding the prospects of British Empire’s being diminished. Mr. N. says this was a favorite French maxim. Alluded to the Remains of the King, regarding his own policy. When he came to the throne of the French revolution in Europe. Mr. N. said this work commenced after he was crowned; but the work we extend longer between the two cases. When thinking of the case of King C. I. I. M. Alluded the man the voice often recurred in China. It occurred to him and longed in the words of a declaration.
in China. Strangulating a can of roman soldiers.
Mr. M. unmarked where the revolution between the
Chinese Turks with Mont of inclination.
On quoting the unmarked of Michael Condon
when the probable destiny of England
and should the in denominations it would be
but a multiplication of necessity. No laws,
language, religion, growths, in would not be
lost. Mr. Whittier unmarked if I would refer
to one of his addresses delivered (at Plymouth)
20 years ago. He had illustrated his principle
in the case of the Roman empire. That
when his power was gone those living
up the streets which were made
themselves over to great a part of the
world. I observe that it was my
wish to remain myself of all his public
addresses. The wish to know if it saw the
Bp. of London whom he regarded as a
very sensible man. I observed that I did
receive marked attentions from him.

Thought of the meeting of 6,000 children 2,500
adults in W. Park in the April 7 their writing
up by the muse deliberating from the
dawn. Mr. W. composed the most of the
children writing up to that of an immense
number of birds rising when the living.
The hour has been exceedingly agreeable. I have seen Mr. W. as the private friend, in one of his familiar moods, by his own fire-side, without any restraint whatever. Puttin' he said, "make my wishes to Mrs. Parker." I can hardly refrain from a comparison between the two Statesmen. The one a plainer, more intellectual ordaining more evidently conscious of his inadequacy to the high office he holds, the better of his mighty intellect & power to grapple with any subject.

Mr. W. thought the brave nature of the Duke of Wellington for the preservation of his life, the best he had ever seen. He relates the long & amusing story to Mr. W. and relates an anecdote of his. Writing a letter, a Duke for the Duke of Wellington, and when he came to deliver it, the man said, "What? Halford, Halford?" (Mr.) It appeared he still cherished his fondness for the classics, & that he read them thoroughly, and then he added, "He came to Frau Koons, not first to Mrs. W. Whitney. He came to Prof. Salisbury's, sincerely welcome!"
Oct. 3d. See letter to Harriet of this date.

Oct. 4th. Monthly Concert in Hall of 8 o'clock P.M.

Was 6 o'clock, gave an account of meeting in P.M.
I spoke upon the present crisis. Now to convert them with the song, "Fount great, waters for," Manoah's meeting. (Booklet of the bromide prayer—my friend's.) Mr. Smith asked reflecting his going to Africa asking me to give an account of health, education, religion, etc.

Oct. 5th. Mr. Grant of the Rev. Clark calling to converse with me upon the question of his becoming a foreign miss. I related the localities of my own experience. I was trying to give him all that's useful and information as I could. The Lord guide him. This has been not the most profitable, etc.

Oct. 6th. Exhibition in Chinatown, attracted an immense crowd and etc. Comings and goings of a porter's family.

Oct. 7th. The young people met at Mrs. By's. I saw a illustrated sectional Chinese customs of 8 o'clock. Mr. Grant, Gore, Edward's delight at party. Excellent letters from my son, p.o. God enable me to prepare for such a helper it by her suggestions and may not even doubt.

Oct. 8th. I held more to begin with out illness practiced the resolutions suggested by my true friend.

Oct. 9th. Wrote to H. B. & her. Spent some time in reading and praying. Read Book of Psalms. Thanking God to enable me to overcome evil and to abound in his holy word.
Oct. 9th. (Rose at 10 min. before 6 a.m.) Expired most exercise.

Unwell during the day yet wrote all day with considerable effort. Read an essay from Russell, April 23rd. Made a visit of the hospital. I am not in the habit of visiting yet I find it not pleasant. Why can he not take his books in count with his small one? Philip had better know what he wants. I think I found an error in time with Newton. A lecture that does not agree for the University.

Hoping to get the opportunity to speak for the time.

Oct. 10th. (Rose at 6:13 a.m.) Read aloud 28 to 30; 1

The reading began and Mr. Scott said in his book that when I was at the University.

Oct. 11th. Monday (Rose at 6:02 a.m.) First page of the text and

Waited for the day to pervert but little, the rest of the text.

Oct. 12th. Tues. (Rose at 8 a.m.) Present feeling better by all means.

Finished my pamphlet for Glasgow. Am now able to enjoy

most in prayer. Particularly in the evening. The Miss

first enshrinement. For the missionary cause,
Oct. 13th. Wed. (Aton. 61 vide.) Health much improved, but very weak. Oh for grace sufficient for me. Expect to attend a meeting at 70 Orwell today. May the God & Spirit of Märk be present.


Oct. 15th. Fri. (Above at 10½ am.) Am like a man in flutter. My spirit is not free.
Philadelphia,

Dec. 31st, 1841. 11. 35. I withdraw a few moments for my journal before this year closes.

O thou, who art from eternity to eternity, whose existence is unmeasured by the flight of time, permit me without me, to recall the incidents of the past year in indelible associations with their own summar.

To thee, Foremost of all events, one whom before I had only incalculable to thy presence had been, it is for me to tell it among all thy miracles for this I especially punish thee. And may I not appeal to this, that this one whom I have loved one thou hast given me, thy most beloved thee to thy service Christ! And now O My Father, who only kenver with whom we shall be at the close of another year, mercifully accept the last act dedications of thy servant I know mine to thy service a glory. If it should not be, yet they were plenty left of men many grace to fix them in thine all. If the New year shall be our sick, or as it be the old even. No one of our departures out of time, but an abundant current be administered to us into the enduring Rome of our God, 

May Christ Arrow.

January 1, 1842. 10. 4 minutes past 12. 11. I prostrate in the dark I have commenced this new year in conformity of His, for the North of France.
Prayer for the future. God helping me.

Rest for whom more spiritual ministration is needed now to the world. To God the Father, God the Son, to God the Holy Ghost, I commend my soul.

Before communion, dedicate all my powers of soul and body, O accept Thy precious Father the offering, the truth. Amen.
New York, March 27th, 1846

A.D. J.R. Hodges

In the morning attended church with the family atReturned
Transfiguration at the Nite at P.C. Springs since which
I have been with my domestic. By time I wrote to
now have turned from the present to my former
expression of my state of feeling 9 years ago in antici-
pations of the event of leaving my country for China.
Impressed with the contrast between the future visor
of my missionary goal & destituteness here & at the
present moment; I aim now framed to explain
how but the gold becomes atoms & the fine gold
though!! Wonder of wonders that the serpent
has not gone out & cut it down & yanked it
off the ground? Oh what have I seen, of what
the earth I have witnessed! Nothing short of the
eye of God in the Jesus can forgive my sins.
Hurt my backrinding, but take me to his feet
again I once more climb his ladder to stand
in the distant temple of his, my final body.
Oh that I had never lived a day without this
entertaining my entail, or ever suffered a day
to pass without an entry in my journal. I
might have been by his grace fitter in this to live
on earth, I preferred to dwell in heaven, but I am
only fit for his recompense, to be made a monument
of his conquest. But this is my hope, that with God

The 117th year of my professional life. The growth of the Church, the spread of the Gospel, the salvation of souls, the work of missions, the establishment of schools, the maintenance of hospitals, the relief of the poor, the education of the young, and the advancement of science and culture. All this is done in the name of Jesus Christ, the Saviour of the world. May I be permitted to live in this world, to labour for the advancement of the Gospel, and to see the day when all men shall know the truth and be saved. Amen.
And we both observed a season of special prayer, each day
or at least three times a day, till the end, with
me, and my wife, immersed in prayer. It was to this
mentally, the in the
Prayer, or in Congress. I will also return my govern-
ing to the Lord, that my utmost may be the same.

March 28th. They have been richly rewarded for observing the
resolutions of yesterday. A part of the day I passed going
out of the town to have accomplished but little compared with
what I sought to have done. Agreeably to invitation I beheld
with great intelligence to a
politician, and then was invited to attend a dinner at
Mayfield. Several of the distinguished literary,
Scientific, professional men, Dr. Liddell, Mr.
Murray, Mr. S. D. P. T. of the Old, Mr. and Dr.
Mr. Long. Found much interested with the dif-
culties arising from dissension among Protestants
in determining the form in Ireland, and
Duties on a speech by Dr. Wilson of Calcutta, regretting
his move to India on Mission, and her
sent out from America. Not aware of the
time I was addressing Dr. Wilson, at the highest spiritual
that
the course of the day, a great impression was made in the
Eastern world of the value of the mission to him!
expressed the feeling that while Congregationalists
But by the time, Dr. Wilson's letters were given
in the fundamentals, the Trinity, Imman
Deity, regeneration by faith,
In Christ we might go forward harmoniously. The things of the world, that they must be fulfilled, if they must be administered by the church of the present date which is the true church. The feelingly commend to the Subject of Christ union.cing consideration, and an uncomely subject. Oh that my life to promote it. Bless the Lord, O my soul for the mercies of this day, may the morning be still more prosperous, & most thankful thankful.

March 29th. 1st Anniversary of our bridal day. This has been a happy, profitable day. The return of the hour of our marriage was observed with prayer & praise, & renewed dedication of ourselves to Christ & his cause. The bridal ring has been returned for this day, when the following feet were to have been taken.

Cited, y. t.
March 30th. O that at last with Paul I may say I have fought a good fight, have finished my course, as I know I have a crown of glory which the Lord Jesus Christ shall give me in that day.

March 31st. Dined at Mr. W. M'Intyre's, returned at Rev. J. A. Vaughan's & met Mr. Shelson, Rev. J. Finlay, Rev. Dr. East. Bought, for the boys, five new books. Brethren and Medical gentlemen, all of the Episcopal Church, Mr. Vaughan declared that the Committee of their Missionary Board might have an opportunity of learning more about the prospects of Missionary effort in China. It was most happy in the opportunity of commanding to this class of Christians the claims of China. May the Lord add his blessing. B.B. 200 families have been hunted out of here to send this afternoon! The Father of Mercies have compassion upon them.

April 1st. Have been occupied in attending to my outfit for China. Have had less spiritual enjoyment than in a visit of former times in preaching, have two applications to address to S.S. Mrs.震动, in Dr. McCalley's in Peking. Dr. Rev. W. B. kept fast. Ev. in Rev. W. B. preached a week from Luke 14. The Lord be pleased for their opportunities to preach to them.
April 12th For the last twelve days have been unusually
occupied as to be in the presence of my commander, excepting
for a brief period in the evening.

For many years, I am reminded, have the impression
this morning made upon his mind the words:

"Faith is the greatest thing in the world."—Deut. 11:2

This seems true of the Jewish people in Israel, without known rest in glory.
Canton. 7th Mar. 1843.

To day this evening received the affecting intimation of the sudden illness of a most tenderly loved sister, Catherine, which leaves me hale that this is any longer alive. The overflows of my grief have been irresistible & abundant. This evening has become one more epoch in my earthy existence that calls for note. The thoughts & emotions of a much longer time have rushed through my mind & within the past three hours. The world & all that is surely worldly & dissolved to an atom, lighter than air & my afflictions have been to me as a brake in the cloud, through which the sky is seen beyond & the deeps of the stormy ocean is all below. Thoughts & deeds emotion have all been & can be forever forgotten to be distinctly & constantly recorded. So now, however I would fix indelibly upon my memory I know, I despair that a strong & tender tie to earth has been severed & that pure & strong & tender earthly affections have been sown but rejoice & cherish the sword that the dust now sustained on earth is transferred to the side of gain in heaven. I feel that one more of the covering of time is complete. That one more soul has fulfilled its destiny. That the designs
The Saviour death as it reflects my
vindictive spirit have not been defeated.
That the Lord made willing in the day of
the Spirit, prove. That the Lord made the
subject of renewing power. The spiritual
worship, the conflict with remaining depravity
within, the influence of the world without was
entirely upon, a great inward historical. That
the Lord spiritual other wind to rescue from
deviation from leaven, that it is by suffering
the will of God, that finest may glorify her
that the could cheerfully acquire it this her
allotment, often through all the darkness of afflic-
tion as revealing to her world of light, never-
been so distinctly, in the day of health, perfect
profitability. She had an enlightened permanent
love for the Redeemer's Kingdom, rejoiced to
considerate her only brother to the advancement
of that Kingdom among the brethren. My thoughts
related to the days of our childhood, and of
my maturity. This can begin, continued a new
era, and effecting thoughts even up that my
own began begin hers is also advancing
to its exile. And this is the important period
for which I am regarding another fresh
thoughts, I derive from my in most soul.
Odestrer of hearts, know and witness!
Siize upon the mighty in full of this affliction
to give up the armorer already over to make
his dog a new floating point & then let
and if Almighty grace it lay aside every night
or medically those that most easily hurt me.
I to tell myself anew to the work for the
accomplishment of which I have left. Come
and to lies I die without a brother or only
brother to smooth their dying pillow, to
close their eyes to benediction. From this high point
of observation I am in the light which through
the medium of this affliction shines around
me, to see their lines, very written indeed when
not a material wall, deeply traced in legible characte-
tics upon my mind, increasing of prayer, by the
Holy Spirit's power that of anything worse, of
consequence, is to be accomplished, before
e all the purposes of the Jews of to. Concerning
me too are fulfilled, it is now high time to
arise from my lethargy, to apply myself
new to prayer, to a close and humble terrestrial
walk with God, or content to live undone,
what with more self denial, to grace assisted
effort, may be effected. Spare me, O'er. Ministas,
my sword & handmaidens, Most Merciful
Father! To do something yet for the Lord Jesus
& for evangelization of China before we
go to join our Sifter in the sky's Aman. Aman.
Mar. 8th. Find a calm has succeeded to the tempestuous emotions of last evening. Could with difficulty compose my mind to think right. I intended to lay down this morning. I find however changed my feelings in the midst of the world. Without it was altered. My tendency to walk the old Christian path & to reject all things that are bad & unclean. But no course or course that will stimulate me onward. Felt from little pleasure in the morning before entering upon the operations of the day to think I was going to do something for the benefit of God's children. I felt he would accept it as a token for love. Felt new pleasure in lifting up my supplications to God for success in my operations. From hand with delight the last of I Cor. 2:7, I Cor. 2:8, with Dr. Bridger's beautiful Improvement. I with Mr. Lowrie enjoyed family devotion. I fear I shrink from the thoughts of my affection, making me no better. Good Lord punish. I smother my sorrow. I give up my love to you, Lord.

Mar. 9th. Have been indulged with this day. Have engaged a number of grace helping me to keep my resolution to amend. Found a pearl in reading the 1st Psalm. Keep your heart in the love of God. I am, when I Dr. Bridger remarks, the rich one comfort of the soul in all its afflictions in the love of God. Everything gives me this comfort. I feel that I...
I have indulged in wrong expressions in my
impressions at the absence of my beloved, I think
my heart disheartened a 'jealous God' who will
thrive our affections with no idol. May I feeling
the error correct it. May our yoke and burden
be smothered in the Lord with love of God, then
shall we truly be affected by any of the changes of
time.

March 11th. Have been somewhat indisposed yesterday, to
a quite disturbed. Merciful Father, dispel the cloud
and let me yet enjoy the fair light of Thy countenance.
Comforting tidings to the improved health of my
absent one. May God continue his merciful love.

March 12th. Dear Br. Mocton left us this morning.
Near home I enjoyed Christian fellowship more
than with this dear brother during the past
two months. I would it could be thus forever,
but for the sake it may be momentarily. Br. Lewis
preached an interesting sermon this morning on
the text "Tell greater than Solomon is here." I do love
to hear Christ magnified. I may fear "inde
esalt his word.

March 13th. Sat at home. The past has been a laborious,
a mentally interesting week. God has signally
enlightened upon efforts to benefit the Lord. On the 14th,
the little boat was called a tumour from the
grain. At a young moon twenty-five. "Thou dost not...."
A bloody character gave me an unusual sensation for the result. This feeling of attempting to remove it from my closet. A bound from the bended wall in one room that I went to take the knife in another. God heard the petition's appeal. I to him the young man for delivering from the bitter, was directed to give thanks. To the same Merciful Being, my own heart utters with gratitude. As often as I think of this case. Another still more formidable is before me. Being the same. Give of any good gift! I am a favored blessing in 1830. He for him also.

To day I am called upon to act as interpreter on the occasion of the Hon. Chow for's visit of ceremony to Corin monre Newyork. This Excellency was very friendly indeed, & the result of the interview trust will be for good to both nations. Received a call from a son of an officer in the city to-day. Presented him with a Christian tract by Dr. Niles. Dialogue between two friends, in which the fundamental doctrine of Realities can illustrate. A call of Mr. Almonwick, son of Dr. Almonwick, a Chinese intelligence. May God accompany
Here with his blessing, I come a chair for the first gratitude, in account of the
restored health of my beloved companion
of my journey. When I consider how many
merits I am receiving, I think how
carful could he be in my condition, then
the table he turned, to let the chosen
of so much kindness, should be forgiven
the Almighty God! I could not
prevent it, Merciful God.

Taking up a page this morning noticing
my return to China, my eye fell upon
this sentence. "The blessing of thousands
his countrymen will attend him to the
end of his voyage through his useful
life." I understood it as referring to their
prayers, and it was a peculiar reminder
to my spirit, reminding me that as
the driver of this well, I should be no
less willing to do good to glorify God in China
throughout the world. Amen.
June 18th 1843. Thirty Ninth Birthday Day.

(Sabbath.) Gliding along the stream of time, I desire to reach some suitable long march as year after year is completed. Thirty three years of my time on earth is past. A reflection repeats itself: more intense than ever shall be described, etc. It admonishes me that my time is short. I must rapid, that it will soon evict my thoughts and whatever I would do must be done quickly. My time and all my talent (as the name) in thy hands. I implore (let my birth date and real mild articles) how long may I expect that in the ordinary course of this physical machinery, will it last? But now and my long latent may remain the fuel of a consummation of our engine. I ask not for a pleasant existence, how rapid are to be the increases of the elements and my constitution with the attributes of the power. Thus the ability to violence, to accidents, to sudden fate, whereby, all bring me back to the original point. O Lord! my times are in thy hands. Thy word.
This life, as in the divine thoughts to tenderness to live at 1/2 each day were my last. I yet at the Firing line to the age of 70.

But alas! if I am growing less prepared for human care, why not seek to Lord to take me from the coil to come, because there less humility, less humble strength, but actual reliance upon the divine grace there when first I moved the Lord, spoke to the Lord. I he would put me into the ministry of his man. I thought there mine should be the blessing that attends even that word inscribed into the most humble instruments that would walk fifty before the Lord all my days.

But Tarry how I failed to fulfill all the vows I had made in the Lord. A pension of what now like charity upon can old the inaccuracies upon my old by hardships the degree, the habit of night's occupations was been enforced, by the irregularities incident to the country, I by the inharmonious only
of serving others. Climate, executions, from excessive labors, has made their dwellings such that appeals for the middle or a lower mode of life than would be thought of for a moment by a mind of the sort in a different climate under different circumstances. The luxurious
work that has fascinated millions, but
wrought itself into a cable about my
neck, I like a corroding cancer,
with much time, harrowing me by the
under world of it, or calling me by the
name.

The practical questions of what more can
I do with the time? have been involved this
day. How to have new books, i.e., in place
to continue, for the most part, for my
mind for the future so far as my heart
had considered them. To draw on in the
hospital, writing the poems for the literary
people (kind of dethers, in thousands
of words), and alleviating much
terminally suffering. They all claim
to my appreciation. But this
may not be the most profitable
Applicatio of my time & thoughts of the time

For an able & faithful Church to contend

With whom I can deal the book from

Commended. This does not prevent it in

With all the assistance readily available, nor

The prospect of early accomplishing it

Such as to afford stimulating encouragement.

Then, am I to publish my book, more

Amnesty of parts? Christ, first in the

People? Am I now to gather a little

Church of Christ in China? Am I to

have no concern at all of my free

Fingers of divine approbation,

Object of early巴西着?

Among the dearest thoughts of Rev. K. & Anna

This has particularly struck me. One respec-

ible, experimental proof of Christ's power

And presence in time of conflict, of
danger or temptation, will hardly

be forgotten, I bring the thought to him

In trust & allegiance. More than a

Thousand & arguments, & again. Conquilt

of temptation, deliverance from the power

Of evil habits, I already compliance

With the Will of God, in answers to prayer

Is a much better proof of his favor &

Preserver than my own feelings. The latter
May be mistaken, but the former was but too a mark of the divine operations, & telling, at that a plentiful crop of corn had been the beneficiary rain & sunshine." Blessed Savior on this day grant Thy favor. His own sensible, experimental proof of the power &ulence in this trim of conflict & over the circumstays & of longest temptation, above confusion, that bind my soul to them in lively & true appearance forever. And O my Father! give me the proof of Thy favorable blessing, which congrat of thanksgiving deliverance from the power of evil habits in a really consistent with Thy will, shall furnish. O for some satisfactory evidence to my own mind, that Thy grace is operative & influential in my heart. From this day forth, O Lord God of my Father, God of all power, & compassion, enable me to discover & perform all Thy will. Let that besides the great & many first of which I can foretell there may be others that stretch my heart. Search me & know me if there be any latent evil way in me: try me & know me.
And O my father whatever of my deeds are lawful, then will they grow, desiring holiness for holiness sake, may's cherish the desire, strive to attain it of meeting the seeing & Love of all virtue present, at one whom spirit is quick, whose department is arisible, whose life is irreproachable, whose motions are pure, whose understanding is the gliz, on this occasion, father, let our petition more arise, I present. Then last in whatever measure & from a seeing tree grows, to which heavy desire was robbed, hardly putting down her frail youth, the body, heart, held back one, whom thee but give thy favor in accordance with the most sacred institution, Now O Lord go out unto her, the pure blessing, taught for himself, a great that we may be helper of each another, with thy help, let us work together in thy vineyard. And if the terminating father of our heart be still for us, it is according with thy meaning, shall go out it for thy beloved ones sake, The will our gender shall to the father the first of thy kingdom, and at least and in thine beginning, or ever.
June 19th. Rose at 3 o'clock this morning. 

I have enjoyed more spiritual comfort these three days than for a long time. Here among the patients at the hospital I have endured much. I will endeavor to keep all I have done to the will of God. I have been enabled to keep my body under. I to make a decision mixed with all sorts of my instinctive habits. What dolore & frustrations will a general wonder bear to achieve a victory, or yet the conquest over one's lustfulness? May be for men more important to him. If I have a general I would to we are a bromous thus live a deaconly cowardly. Why then ask a father of the curse & one who has a legion of criminals in his own bosom to be blame, am I to hide off their presence or indifferent to their power? When I have a just sense of the magnitude of the Christian warfare within, then I will till the seed shall call in almost grace to aid me. Blind labor! let me come off congruous or I'm made through this power. Rely on it with hunger this night. I cannot see in the spirit & grow for the contest in the morning.
June 20. Day. Great fatigue. Had been engaged in the divisions of the morning. Too much work to have any lively emotions that evening. Had some true feeling, inward low kindness, inability to think a good thought, much like to perform a holy action. Neglect that my sufficiency is in God. S. felt it would not bear it any longer when she.

Jan. 11. Rose 60°. My heart had been grateful to God for the pleasure of a humble, refreshed body and mind.

Have had an affecting sense of the burden of life's toil and conflict. Felt that but for the sustaining presence of my conscience would fail, I did not. The grace of God present. Should be under the full pressure of life's burden, greatly throwing both off together. I had tried on the bended knee, to bring the divine presence. Call the ear on him for his comfort for you. Let the day the Master shall be. I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me. And the eyes sufficed on both times. Pray for encourage...

In the quality of mingled and undefined emotions. Exalting Redeemer. Let me look up into the
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June 23rd, Sat. Eve. Wednesday night. Around Thursday 9:00 PM, I in the evening of Thursday, aghast to the crowd to the hospital. Hospital stay was extended. Tired. Mom still unable to discerning.

My thoughts at the hospital took an excursion to Toronto. This morning felt so much better as to be able to perform duties.

But this has been followed with exceeding,precedented. My mind has darkened, at the loss of my religious experiences, but not been

Laid in the preceding days. And today a statement, "I'm sorry. "Thank you, God. Prayful to the Jinni, Psalms 77:13. I thought God I was terrible." C" Father from this day forward take all my guilt and errors which make me feel so dishonest at thought of thee! They believe they justly, the judgment of God and upon me for all that I have sold and gambled and worldly motives. Now this being

replaced my journal of 20th Feb. 1840, I was much affected to see all the dealing of God in the subject three months, and convictions. I have. The anticipations of this theme above have been exceeded. The gift of faith, that the precious grace some other have given me with all good things. How
In a few hours more it 1843 will be completed, and I must bid it a final adieu. I have this day received from you, Mr. H. All the day of my appointed time I was not till my change came. Adapting my thoughts to the close of a beginning of a year. And now before the hour of this Sabbath this year we are all told, duty to indulge in some reflection of the past in forming some resolutions for the future. Another year signified by divine providence I find exceedingly

shall receive full gratification from my heart. The year has really a year of toil and hard labor, but agreeably as has been my instrumentality God has been pleased to crown it with his blessings. As in former years your respecting patients have been added to the list of nine thousand treated in former years, making an aggregate of 13,000 or there. It has fallen to my lot to experience for the first time the pain of seeing a patient perish upon the table, with indescribable to prolong his life. I have been called to experience the currency of pain departing me. I shall in a great measure for several weeks. In August a debt had two machines Whiting, one on either hand, accompanied with other medicinal paint.
These experienced a most merciful tempest, while departure from the haven. On the 24th Oct. I was visited by one of those frightful convulsions for which it is becoming distempered, reducing more than a third, and desponding to think it at length with my beloved companion, arm in arm, relived from the approaching gloom with the principal & immediately apprehension had we should never return to it again. But through the divine goodness we are still found in their situations. The pilots of friends have visited this dwelling death but not been permitted to enter the haven which it has however invaded the circle of dear friends & beloved friends. This brother J. R. Morton is no more but the Lord I get now shaded by his side.

In respect to my missionary labor, I have been permitted to see some advances. My senior pastor has zealously united for Christian in more than a score of instances. I had removed with him & went a season of discomfort tonight. What has afforded me the highest satisfaction, the great object of preaching our themes to join in family devotion & leading the scripture has been gained, thus they are not yet willing to bow the knee to God.
Whilst nothing so pleasing to delight an exercise in uttering all that God has done, scrutinize and consider if my mind is directed inward upon itself. My callous feelings, my formal devotions, my eager heart, my willing mind, will me with pain to encounter before my Maker. And I most solemnly record my convictions that all the ill I experience, flow from one source, sight of fasting and praying with emotion unutterable. I record my heartfelt desire to God, to enable me to concentrate my full attention to this neglectful duty. And should this opportunity thus arise to fill when these lines at the close of 1874, may they thus turn upon "Our Father in the Throne," and praise thee for thy grace. And if nothing but express is built before God, present me from using the means of grace, which journalism may be to the Christian missionary.

NB. The cable alluded to in journal of 1872, June, has been snatched at the end. Pray us to the Lord.

Jan. 1, 1874. A New Year. With all the intention of the same, and the fullness of a day, cloudless atmosphere, bright commenced. The day was commenced when the basket was ardent. I have been chiefly spent in writing the remnant rest of the mission, and I have carried the
The subject of thoughts of the lively spirit that animates, burns out, thousands throughout this day, in Christian hearts, pray for the conversion of Christ at the world. I have been more painfully sensible of the low state of spirituality in many of my06764
thoughts more than once of the probable existence of an unconverted member of the family in his labor of writing sermon. My soul thirst to apprehend the spirit which to bear this burden, the mind itself has only limbed a hobbled one, it has not soared, thrilled, as when cancer bursts by the latent fire of the soul kindled into a flame by the contemplation of its45002
mournful subject. Spirit Divine, Oh come into fill. And quench my heart.

"Then shall my heart sing psalm
Morn with my soul shall rise;
With hands of faith, I wing my Lord,
I'll fly and take the prize."

Jan. 2. Have had a little in cream of christen
enjoyment. Am prevented from writing more by a fresh slight in the house, from the apprehen
sion that this is still in the house. If man fears not
him who deals in death, neither will thy fear now.

of the influence, if the conviction, which it
exists, then God just me."
Jyp. 3 d. 1844. This day had been crowded by the business
rising when the operations of the Hoist, the theft
by whom valuable to the amount of $510 of $715 dollars
are been taken, proves to be none other than
my teacher. The last confounded his guilt today.
Of course the falling influence of a closer walk
with God, of which I can be apprised, when at
an iniquitous distance. Yet I am not so far
as not to desire to return to the lowest plan of
the feet of Jesus. I claim our last thoughts at
night at first in the morning may be of God
do our duty. Our unworthiness, alms, our
praise, immortal bodies I glorify our destina
tions, and Ministério I Christ and
join to the Your much exalted Lord.
Jyn. 5 d. I can only record the sense of the God
at my own likeness. In anticipation of the
administration of the great supper and the
7th, until we pray thus: O may be prepared for the
weapon of that I may be blessed to us all
in this day sustaining the pain of delivering
our a guilty fellow-man to justice, for the
public good, and included with this wretched
and upright in the maintenance of all
good government, that the violation of
the laws should be with severity, I think
the infliction of it in most painful manner
itself require the fullest of good conduct.
Jan. 11. Several days I have neglected without an entry in my journal because I inability to do it without neglect of other duties. Let us administer the Lord's Supper to poor individuals, proceed with a brief historical notice of its observance in the 1st 2d 3d 4th 5th 6th. Centuries. As the century. I found with obligation to God. And the Bible declares to us the true design of such modes of the institution. I feel that I am beginning to lose the watchfulness and prayerfulness with which the new commandment was again affiliated by sickness entering my family in the person of friends and guests. Sister Frederick Bell, has been alarmingly ill with catarrhal fever but God seems to be mercifully restoring him. Oh! that he may yet like to be a blessing to the church and to his unnumbered neighbors of God. Oh! that I were as in thecoop wherein by the divine lights I walked there. And knew all in the lights (Job).

Jan. 12. Alarm of fire this evening. The mob. 125 by which a number of families have been sent a home harmless. It is reminded me of my obligations for the preservation of my friends at a loss of my house. But this is not necessary. A team of my defenders on Israel's army. The little one is also consoling. The Lord is praised. Oh! that the God of Jacob may care for our help in a time of adversity.
Feb. 13th. Rev. B. Ball, preached this morning from the text.
what shall it profit a man if he attain to
what he desires, if he fail to render to
since which, I have instructed one of my pupils in the N.S. that she should
as an intelligent & independent mind. thinks the bible like
the books of Confucius contain some things true & some
false. What in the bible do you think not true? he was asked.
the raising of the dead to life, flottering his head, said I do not believe that. he further remarked that he had
read in a Chinese treatise that if men do not worship
merely as he would not bless them. Now they do not
worship pain to get home among blessing. He was
referred to the fifth of Mark when the Savior declared
of the Jews, writing to the wind depending upon the
just & unjust, that after this life no blessing would
remain to those who do not believe in Jesus. the
consequences induced whom my mind a fresh the
difficulties that can. to be for mountains in the Chinese
mind is the wind of the N.S. to point contemplations to.
their minds.
Jan. 14th. I have been occupied for some days past in
writing the Annual Report of the Mission, I am
preparing a Report of the harvest for the past
year & a half of its connections. I am preparing
from completing them all, have felt the first
kindlings of a new desire to live a new to God &
to new my endeavors to accomplish the most
possible for me which I believe life for me
from on high! Let me live thus thought.
June 18, 1848. Fourth birthday day.

In the providence of God, with the love and care of helping God, Sozo, on a public duty have been imprisoned to this of the Trustees, whilst the latter have been conducted with the most sincere and heartfelt of best to be done following the leading of providence in 1846, accepting the office of Secretary of Legations of Chilean interests, and in the first in turn by the absence of the Commissioners Mr. H. A. Christ and his second by his death, the entire duties of the Legations have devolved upon me. Which with the labor of the appointed, preaching to the people in my turn a home to Sabbath, and my care of the health of my countrymen which was also formed under peculiar circumstances, and my various election duties have absorbed my time and thoughts as to how little I either for journalizing or doing the work resisted in my old age. The whole number of persons be amount to this Trust: 21, 000, or old age parents not how much classes.
since my embarking for Chiriki, and
never but the great object for which
I came hither been clear to my heart
or approved more in present in my
estimations thus here, and all my
after labors I regard important only
as subsisting to that one great
and paramount subject. I then go
not that I will to all Eternity
for the in Memorandum his all wise
providence has permitted me to see
ruin in the extra offices I have
been called to hold. In a few Alagie
years it I shall cease to have a part
in the world of accomplishing those,
but the principle had not substirrate
in Memorandum faith gained, my
brothers and more, in joying, I stay
the world that I may be able to show the
widow learns when I am dead.

I meant it only as an instance of the
maximum pleasure of God my habitual
feeling is that I have no more
 meant than the happiest that by its
cackling affects the fate of Rome.
My different moments from those
before the move of grass, an
as the multitude, kind of myself
on the Sabbath, when walking known to their hours resembled the Gospel of the grace of God, and at times I cannot hunt for the promises, when I may be able by the Medium will of God with to obtain all my desires, and to
in Jericho at my mother’s “the remnant of my days offering” for the Millennium”.

Canton,
18th June 1849, Forty Fifth Birthday Day.
In some respects I feel the present to be the most interesting moment of my life.
Or is it possible, that living a blessed life of God, I have lived to witness half of 90 years! I am a
wonder to myself, that though so many changes have occurred, according to
the sickness, I have been permitted to bring out what should affect in the west in the unremembered signal means of my God.
I bless the Holy name, that he not only put
me to live, but to be useful in his service. The remaining moment of this day will not suffice to enumerate my
shortcomings—they are numerous to
Him, though I own I am, this goodness
by humble means, but I must needs to
record his continued faith in my
labors of the Mission of the Oaths to
the Mission of China. I bless his name that
no fear of my labours in the Hospital has
been more distinguished by the magnificence
importance of the operations successfully her
formed, than the love, more such to realize
by encouraging impositions practiced by
the preaching of the Gospel on Sabbath,
and Sunday, I cutting Tuesday, Wednesday,
evenings. It has been my joy to borrow
and another arrow this intellectual considera-
tion of the fulminating truths of the Gospel
and that they daily pray to the Father in
Heaven. I bless God that I live in the
day when the Gospel is increasing
its power, when the revolutions spread,
my heart desire I prefer is that I may
see more and more spiritual fruits of
my labors.
In reading, the 91. Psalm this evening, “The
city of our grace can thin men saved
be,” I feel that there would be a plea
in being the full number of “fourteen
years,” could I obtain all my forethought
and be useful in the world to long.

But alas! the bitterest part of my hard service in a tropical climate, has more in
its action on my constitution, and I look forward
with solicitude to the indurations of the fever I
have almost annually experienced, and feel that it becomes me to do with my
wealth what remains for me to do of
the charitable object; I would like it to be the
Will of God, to accomplish it now. I do,
hence to be then no more. But the debt
putting aside of each day, leave little time
or strength for this accomplishment.
Probable, in acting, half and half
most of my life on earth is now past.
I hope my Favourer will enable me
to begin on that the remaining half, or as it may be called, fulfilling of my life.
I through all that remains, help me to
see clearly the hand of His Provident
left to put some my whole days, and
to his great name be all the praise, I all
the glory forever amen. through Jesus Christ
my only hope, my alone Salvation.
And be careful in your duties!
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